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Predicted deficit
for 1983 increasing

26

WASHINGTON i AP) - (;UVC111officials are predicting that
the size of the budget deficit for
1983 will be larger than previously
anticipated,. but they don't agree
on how much larger.
Treasury Secretary Donald T.
Regan said Sunday a revised
budget review shows the deficit
will be "somewhere in the
neighborhood of $110 billion to $114
billion." Others say that's
underestimating the condition.
Regan's prediction would be an
increase of as much as $10 billion
over the $104 billion red-ink
estimate Congress made just one
month ago when it adopted a new
budget plan for the year beginning
Oct. 1.
The treasury secretary's comments came during an interview
on CBS'"Face The Nation."
Other officials in the administration and the Congress,
however,say the projection is based on an overly optimistic forecast
of a quick end to the recession and
relatively healthy economic
growth later thiS year.
Chief White House economist
Murray I,. Weidenbaum said last
week he thought the budget
forecast was a little too optimistic
to suit him.
Additionally, the non-partisan
Congressional Budget Office, using more likely economic
forecasts, expects a deficit of $140
billion.
When asked if the administration was being less than honest in
its soon-to-be-released forecast.
Regan said he personally thinks
the forecast may be a little on the

pessimistic side. On balance, he
said, "the administration honestly
believes that this is the kind of
recovery we will have."
The administration's forecast
will predict the economy will grow
at an annual rate of about 4.5 percent for the rest of the year,a pace
private economists generally
believe is unrealistic.
Even administration
economists, speaking privately,
acknowledge the economic and
budget deficits forecast are too
rosy. But they express concern
that a inflre realistic outlook showing the deficit soaring by $20
billion or more could be too
discouraging in an election year
for Congress, which is anguishing
over every $1 billion in cuts facing
it.
When he came into office, President Reagan promised to balance
the budget by 1983. ,
The largest deficit on record is
$66.4 billion, coming in 1976. That
record will be broken in fiscal 1982
as the deficit is certain to exceed
$100 billion.
Federal Reserve Board Chairman Paul A. Volcker, appearing
on ABC's "This Week .with David
Brinkley,- said Congress must address the continued deficits to help
solve the problem of high interest
rates.
Volcker said that "under current conditions- he favors the
Republican bill calling for a
record $98.5 billion in tax increases passed by the Senate last
week. But he added that he would
be happier to see additional cuts in
spending.

DANVILLE — Four students
from the Murray area participated in a conference, and
workshop sponsored on the Campus of Centre College by the Kentucky Association ,of Student
Councils KASC).
The KASC workshop, provided
student high school leaders with
training in leadership and
organizational skills. The group, a
statewide organization of student
councils and their leaders, encouraged the formation of student
councils and provides training for
student leaders.
About 200 high school leaders
from across Kentucky attended
the meeting here, one of 11 such
conferences held this summer on
the Centre College campus. An

estimated 1,000 persons attended
conferences and workshops sponsored by various religious and
educational organizations.
KASC participants from the
Murray area:
Bekah Brock. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Brock, 1518 Oxford Dr.. a sophomore at Murray High
School;
Amy Carman. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Millard Carman. Rt. 7, a
junior at Murray High School;
Teresa A. Ford, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Ford, ISO? Oxford Dr., a senior at Murray High
School; and
Rebbie Houston,daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Hal Houston. Riverwood
Rd., a senior at Murray High
School.
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BRIDGE TO BE REPLACED — A new bridge and section of
Highway 94 by the second bridge east of Murray is under construction. The bridge will replace the old structure and is being placed in a
new location so workers will not have to construct a temporary
detour, Charles Henry, Paducah, district road manager. The project

is part of the Federal Highway Administration's Bridge Replacement Program and will cost approximately $534,000. It is funded with
federal and state money. Completion date was not set although the
contract calls for 100 working days.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Local students to receive degrees Friday
A total of 337-students have filed
applications for degrees to be
awarded during the annual summer commencement exercises at
Murray State University on Friday. July 30.
Among that number are 164 for
bachelor's degrees, 155 for
master's, 9 for specialist and 9 for
associate. The graduation program is scheduled to begin at 2
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Dr. Joe N. price, director of the
Artists in Education Program of
the National Endowment for the
Arts in Washington, D.C., and a
1959 alumnus of Murray State, will
deliver the commencement address.
Charles L. Eldridge, assistant

dean of admissions, said the exact
number of summer graduates will
be determined when school officials have completed a check of
each candidate's credentials to
certify that all graduation requirements have been met.
Candidates for degrees in the
summer class represent 16 states
and four foreign countries.
Calloway County Candidates for
Bachelor Degrees are: Matthew
Bartholomy. Anthony Howard
Boone, Tressa Annette Brewer,
Elizabeth Ann Clark, Tina Renee
Eaker, Robert Brent Hatcher,
Jimmy Dale Irby Jr., Stanford R.
Routt, Kim Suiter, Kathy Embry
Sweatt, David Miller Taylor,
Ramona Jane Ann Turner,

Elizabeth Hollis Whitmer and
Kevin B. Wood.
Local candidates for Master's
Degrees are: Eldonna Heathcott
Alexander, Mark Elliot Barrett,
Larry Thomas Bolen, Lawrence
Lloyd Carter, Michael Allen
Clark, Rebecca J. Fairbanks, Mirriam Hendon Ferguson, Abdolrahim Fofoughi, Susan Lynn
Hewitt, Cordelia Ann Hiter,
Samuel Keith Kelley, Waltraud
Helene Knight, Jesse Reggie

McNutt, Joann Plutis Niffenegger, Beverley Chasser Peeler,
James Lawrence Pigg, Karam
Ramezani, Carla H. Rexroat,
Alireza Shahriar Shahlaee,
Richard Hunter Stinchfield,
Mohammad Ali Takassi, Rebecca
Howard Whittaker and Jerry Arthur Zweigenbaum.
Candidates for Specialist's
Degrees include: Roger Boyd
Burgess, Kathleen Staton Kelley
and Jeane Ann Masters.

State police association,
Brown to meet this week Murray youths attend
student council meeting
Transportation lettings
this month largest ever

FRANKFORT — In spite of the
economic downturn of the nation's
economy, July will see the largest
amount of contracts ever awarded
during a one-month period in the
state Transportation Cabinet.
Transportation Secretary
Frank Metts said that this month's three lettings — on Jul' 2, July 23 and July 30 — will total $134
million. The previous record
month was September 1979 when
$117 million in highway projects
went to contract.
Included in the July 30 letting
are three resurfacing projects for

hot and humid
Today hazy hot and humid
with a 20 percent chance of
thundershowers and light west
winds. High in the low 90s.
Tonight fair with calm winds.
Low in the low 70s. Tuesday
hazy and humid with a 30 percent chance of late afternoon
thunderstorms. High around
90. Light west to southwest
winds.
Wednesday through Friday:
Chance of thunderstorms
Wednesday becoming fair and
less humid Thursday and Friday. Highs mainly in the 80s
and lows in the 60s.

Calloway County.
The cabinet will resurface
Highway 893, Hazel-CrosslandLynn Grove-Browns GroveHighway 121 Road, from threetenths of a mile north of Humphrey Road to KY 783, a distance
of 5.7 miles. Highway 1346.
Highway 944-Dexter Road, will be
resurfaced from three-tenths of a
mile west of Brooks Chapel Road
to Hopkins Road. a distance of 4.4
miles.
Highway 1660, Johnnie Robinson Road, will be resurfaced from
94 to 121, a distance of 1.5 miles.
Metts said that contract dollars
are a boom for Kentucky's
economy. "This $134 million will
turn over seven times in our
economy. Jobs are crebted and
the citizens of Kentucky will have
the best road system Money can
buy," he said.
This is not a WPA or welfare
program and we are not filling up
file cabinets — drawing plans that
may never be used or taking
aerial photographs. We're putting
the taxpayer's money where it
belongs, in a good road system,"
Metts said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP -- A
meeting will be sought this week
between Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
and officials of the Kentucky State
Police Professional Association,
accordirir to a spokesman for the
KSPPA.
Don Hughes, who heads the
KSPPA, released a statement late
Saturday concerning the recent
flap that has developed between
state police and the state Justice
Department.

In his statement, Hughes made
a point of saying the KSPPA was
an organization separate from the
state police agencY. He added that
some 600 of the 1,000 KSP troopers
are members of the association,
During a news conference Friday, Brown referred to "a growing lack of respect for authority"
within KSP ranks, and said he was
giving KSP Commissioner Marion
Campbell 30 days to restore "unity in the state police."
And Brown added: "If he
doesn't, they state police) may
not like my next decision."
The troubles began when state
Justice Secretary Neil Welch
began reviewing state police promotions and also reorganized the
KSP legal department.
Within days, Welch announced
the reinstatement of Maj. William

Favors, who had been dismissed
last February by a KSP review
board for lying.
Hughes referred to that action
in his statement, saying that a
-trial board is to weed out
undesireables. There have been
past trial boards that have also
dismissed officers..,if one person
can change an internal safeguard
through a political move, what
does the future hold in store?"
Hughes was attending the National Troopers Coalition conference in San Diego when Brown
issued his 30-day order. Upon his
return, Hughes said he received
"numerous phone calls supporting
the KSPPA and our decision to
continue the suit- challenging the
Favors' reinstatement.
"It appears we are united on
this issue." said Hughes, who indicated the matter was a legal one
that should be settled through
legal maneuvers.
"There have been repeated
statements from the governor that
troopers had better get back into
their ranks," Hughes said. "The
troopers have never been out of
their ranks- and respect the
authority of Campbell as head of
the state police.
But. Hughes added, "members
of the association will run our
association as we see fit."

Fancy Farm speakers announced
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The 102nd annual Fancy Farm
Political Picnic will be Aug. 7 in
the tiny Graves County community, drawing thousands of people
from miles to hear a day of well
known speakers.
The picnic, which is scheduled
to begin at 10 a.m., will serve it's
traditional dinner from 11 a.m.-8
p.m. in the air-conditioned cafe on
the grounds. The price of the meal
.
is $5.
Speaking will get underway at 2
p.m. Among those scheduled for
the 1982 event include:..State Sen.
Greg Higdon, master of
ceremonies; United States Sens.
Wendell Ford and Walter Dee
Huddleston; Congressman Carroll
Hubbard; IA. Gov. Martha Layne
Collins; Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane; Dr- Grady Stumb0.,Alben
Barkley II; Rep. Terry Mann;
Mayfield Mayor Virgil Gilliam;
Don Mills, Mayfield Judge-

Executive Dick Castleman; Rep. Tankersley; Judge J. William
Butch Burnette, Deputy Grand
Howerton; Sen. Eugene Stuart;
Knight of Kentucky John
Jackie Swigart ; Dick Armstrong;
Sullivan; Chairman of the Ken- Barbara Frank; Sen. Joe L
tucky Democratic Party Paul E. Travis; Nelda Barton; Paducah
Patton; Judge Boyce G. Clayton;
Mayor John K. .Penrod; Rep.
Sen. Fred F. Bradley; Attorney
Freed Curd; Rep. Lloyd Clapp;
Gayle B. Robbins;
Rex Benefield; head of the Graves
Former Kentucky Gov. A.B. County Republican Party Al
'Happy' Chandler; James D. Bellew, Jr.; and Murray State
Syers; John T. Daughaday
University President Dr, ConstanFulton County Judge-Executive tine Curris.
James M. Everett; Wayne W.
An appearance by Kentucky
Freeman, Rep. Raymond Governor John Y. Brown. Jr. is
Overstreet; Commonwealth At- also anticipated, but has not been
torney 'Richard Weisenberger
confirmed.
Rep. Jerry Lundergan; Sen. John
Responses from many. other
Sherman Cooper; Attornery Den- state and local dignitaries are curnis L. Null; Attorney Benjamin J. rently being awaited.
1,00kofsky; Marshall County
A band is scheduled to perform
Judge-Executive Mike ,Miller: throughout the afternoon and
Rep;_DavitI.H. _Thomasoni_Juclge_.. evening. Various Zanies .are
Roy V.• Nance; Rep. David E. on the agenda for participation by
Boswell; Rep. J.R. Gray; Rep. the public.
•
Joe Myer: Bill Green; James H.

BEST

SO CLOSE - Paducah's Jimmy Brown grimaces after missing a
short putt in Sunday's round of the Murray Country Club Men's Invitational Golf Tournament Brown made the putts he needed,
however, to win the MIX title. For More photos and tourney results,'
see today's sports section, Pages 879.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Hopkinsville to close shoe factory
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. rAP) —
Citing the sluggish economy and
competitin from foreign imports,
International Shoe Co. has announced it is closing the plant it
has operated in Hopkinsville since
1946.
The closure will put 275
employees out of work.
Employees learned of the closing
last week when notices were
posted on bulletin boards in the
plant.
We were happy with
Hopkinsville and we tried our doggendest to keep the plant going."
said Roth de Leuw, vice president
and secretary of the company.
The firm decided to close the
plant because of the increasing
impact of imported shoes on

American manufacturers and thi
general economic climate. said de
Leuw.speaking by telephone from
the company's St. Louis headquarters.
"The unports, rather than
declining. are shooting up," he
said, adding foreign shoes now
make up 62 percent of the
American market.
The Hopkinsville plant has been
in the process of cutting back with
shortened work weeks and temporary- shutdowns for some time
because of decreasing orders.
-Hopkinsville has been on short
ration for some time, like the rest
of our factories," de Leuw said.
The plant at one time employed
more than 400 people.
Production is scheduled to end

by Aug. 9. said plant superintendent Vernon Shelton.
Community leaders were disappointed by the news.
"The plant has been a part of
the conununity for many years,"
said E. G. Adams, president of the
Hopkinsville-Christian County
Chamber of Commerce. -We are
certainly disappointed to lose it. It
is unfortunate that ( the shoe industry' is being victimized by the
economy and imports."
Mayor Sherry Jeffers said, -I
appreciate the long association International Shoe has had with
Hopkinsville. This shutdown ap-

Consumers pick up tab
for increased shopliftin g
• -

•
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By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer.
The cry of "Stop! Thief: is becoming more frequent in the nation's stores these days. as retailers report an increase in shoplifting
and warn that the cost of the losses is Nang passed on to innocent consumers.
The National Coalition to Prevent Shoplifting, a non-profit
organization with headquarters in Atlanta, estimates that shoplifting
losses in 1980 reached $24 billion --- up from about $16 billion a year
earlier. For every $1 stolen in bank robberies, the coalition says, over
$300 was stolen in shoplifted merchandise:
The coalition notes that the loss figure includes the costs of store
security and prosecution as well as of the value of the merchandise
itself. It does not, however, include the loss to states and local
government from uncollected sales taxes: nor does it include the cost
to the taxpayers of government law enforcement activities.
The anti-shoplifting coalition was formed in 1979 with a grant from
the U.S. Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
Government funding for the program expires next-month, however,
because of federal budget cutbacks and organizers are-seeking-suppott from retailers to continue the educational project.
Thus far, the retailers appear reluctant to foot the bill for the antishoplifting effort. Judi Rogers, director of tht group, said that only
about one-fifth of the money needed had been raised by the beginning
of July.
The coalition says studies have shown that teen-agers are 2'2 times
more likely to be caught shoplifting than adults.
An informal 1980-81 survey of more than 100.000 boys and girls aged
9 to 22 conducted for the coalition by volunteers from organizations
like Women's Clubs, Chambers of Commerce. PTAs and other civic
groups showed that almost all of those questioned — 91 percent —
said that shoplifting was a crime.
At the same time. however, almost half - 49 percent — said they
had shoplifted at least once. And 60 percent of those who said they
had shoplifted before said they would do it again. Only 17 percent of
those who had shoplifted said they had been caught.
The coalition study did not attempt to measure the impact of the
current recession on shoplifting. I.ess than one.third of those who
stole, however,said they took the items involved because they didn't
have the money to pay for them; the rest generally said they acted on
impulse, did it for the thrill. or responded to a dare.
The coalition also contacted almost 5.000 retailers for their views
on shoplifting. Among the findings:
—Almost nine in 10 said there had been a definite increase in
shoplifting in the past two years. In a 1979 survey, only about sixith 10
reported that shoplifting was on the rise.
--More than three-fourths of the retailers said the cost of shoplifting was directly passed on to their customers. Three-fourths also
said
eg4 tahcetli111.I p n ai chargesrsut:wlf
catch.
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By CLIFF' HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON
API —
Democratic leaders in the House
are showing reluctance to leave
many fingerprints on electionyear spending cuts and tax increases, hoping Republicans will
take the political lumps for the
legislation President Reagan
wants.
Several Democratic-controlled
committees in the House are continuing work this week on legislation to carry out the mandated
spending reductions and tax hikes
called for in the budget blueprint
Congress enacted earlier this
year.
In the GOP-controlled Senate,
meanwhile, debate resumes today
on a constitutional amendment to
balance the budget.
Later in tip week. the Senate is
expe-cted to consider a $12.2 billion
package of spending cuts.
That follows Senate action last
week on a measure to raise taxes
by $99 billion over three years and
trim spending on Medicare,
Medicaid and welfare programs
by another $17.5 billion.
That bill has gone to the House,
where Democrats are indicating
that the tax-writing Ways and
Means Committee may do little
more than bring the basic Senatepassed tax package to the House
floor.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass„ said the tx
measure should be •'a Republican
bill" and it should be up to the
GOP to force compliance with the
Republican-drafted budget resolution.
In addition, some House committees already have
demonstrated a reluctance to live
up the cuts mandated for them.
The House Post Office and Civil
Service Committee voted along
party lines last week to endorse
only $113 million in spending cuts

restaurant on July 30, 1975.
share the estate with him.
When all the legal procedures
The younger Hoffa, a 41-yearare finished. perhaps in another old Detroit labor lawyer, said the
three years. Hoffa's $1 million
days following his father's disapestate would be divided among his .pearance were torturous- for the
heirs, according to a reportin the family since there was no body,so
Detroit Free Press on Sunday.
there could be no fitting funeral.
But by then, the estate, almost
More than anything. Hoffa
all of it a lump sum pension settle- wants his father's killers brought
ment. will have shrunk because of to justice. Asked if he thinks the
inheritance and other taxes, the case will ever be solved, he said,
newspaper said.
"I couldn't tell you. I don't know.
Associates of Hoffa's son said
After seven years, I would have
James P. Hoffa knew from the
thought it would have been solved
moment he learned his father had
by now."
not returned home that he was
The case is still being "agdead. But the younger Hoffa will gressively pursued," Detroit FBI
not confirm this, saying that he spokesman John Anthony said.
repeatedly held out hope to his "We have a handle on what hapmother, Josephine, who died in
pened, we feel, and the solution
1980, and his sister, Barbara
lies with someone involved comCrancer of St: Louis, who will
ing forth."
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Jim Catlett, executive director
of the South Kentucky Industrial
Development Association, said International Shoe's decision to
close the plant illustrates the need
to maintain industrial diversification in the area.
The closure is the third for a
shoe manufacturer in Western
Kentucky in recent years, Catlett
pointed out.

over three years Instead of the $.3.2
billion mandated.
Overall, Democrats hope to
force Republicans to vote one at a
time on several controversial
cuts, but GOP leaders would
prefer one overall vote, in part to
shield their members from having
to vote on cuts in popular programs in a campaign season.
The emerging Democratic
strategy had Republican leaders
fuming last week and predicting
another series of bitter battles on
the House floor to win the spending cuts the administration is
seeking to hold down deficits.
One element of the spending cut
package that is expected to pass
the House easily this week is a
measure to trim veterans' programs by $550 million over three
years, including a mortgage fee of
one half of one percentage point on
most Veterans Adalinistrationbacked loans — an average fee
estimated at about $285 — as well
as relatively minor changes in
various .veterans' benefit, programs.

Israeli jets
bomb Beirut
enclave again

FLAG CORPS CAMP AT MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY —
Melissa Richerson of Murray twirls her flag at the Casavant
Cavalcade of Performance Workshop for flag corps at Murray State
University July 6-10. The Cavalcade workshops are crash courses for
highly motivated students and band directors who strive for marching band excellence. David A. Wells, Murray State's band director, is director of the nationally known workshops, which have been
held for 25 years.

Chopper pilot will assist
investigators in film review

Getting
settled
made
simple.

7:00-8:30 p.m.
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By The Associated Press
Israeli jets attacked the
Palestine Liberation Organization's battered enclave in west
Beirut for a fifth straight day toCULVER CITY, Calif. API — his thoughts as the helicopter
day, as Israeli officials attacked The pilot of a helicopter that began rocking and then went into
PLO leader Yasser Arafat for crashed on a movie set, killing ac- a spin. "I expected to die in it."
"fraud" in a meeting with U.S. tor Vic Morrow and two children,
Morrow and the children were
congressmen.
,says he has changed his mind and . running below the helicopter when
The Israeli jets made their agreed to help review films of the it .crashed. Six on board the airdivebombing run over west Beirut stunt accident.
craft were treated for minor inthis afternoon, pounding the same
Meanwhile, Morrow was juries.
targets hit in the previous four eulogized Sunday as an actor at
State labor officials have laundays' bombing around the PLO's the peak of the talents, who gave ched investigations into why the
headquarters. The planes foiled the best performance of his career two children were working on the
the PLO's anti-aircraft missiles for the "Twilight Zone" before be- film at 2:30 a.m., eight hours past
by releasing decoy balloons.
ing killed in a stunt for the movie's the' legal work deadline for
There was no immediate count final scene.
youngsters.
of casualties.
The helicopter pilot, Darcey
At services in suburban Culver
Israeli Foreign Minister Yit- Wingo, initially ,refused to join City, Morrow was remembered by
zhak Shamir called the document federal and state investigators at colleagues as a generous and
Arafat signed Sunday accepting a special showing scheduled today talented friend.
"all U.N. resolutions relevant to of what he called "the holocaust
In the "Twilight Zone," the 53the Palestinians" an "exercise in sequence," because he did not year-old actor played a bigot who
fraud and deception."
want to relive the ordeal.
was turning into the people he
Arafat signed the statement for
But Wingo said he changed his hated. It was one of four sea group of five visiting con- mind because he wanted to learn quences of Steven Spielberg's film
gressmen. Rep. Paul McCloskey. exactly why his Bell UH-1 version of the popular 1960s TV
R-Calif., said he thought the state- helicopter slammed into the series.
ment satisfied U.S. terms for shallow Santa Clara River on Fri"The part was very demanding
opening direct negotiations with
day. killing Morrow and two child and Vic did many of his own
the PLO and urged the Reagan ad- actors, My-Ca Dihn Le. 7, of Cer- stunts," the film's associate proministration to do so.
ritos, and Renee Shinn Chen, 7, of ducer, George Folsey Jr., told
The terms are that the PLO Pasadena.
about 100 mourners at Hillcrest
recognize Israel's right to exist
Parts of the helicopter have, Mortuary and Memorial Park.
and accept U.N. Security council
been sent to Washington, D.C.,fot
."We thought he was giving the
resolutions 242 and 338, which
tests that could show if the explo- performance of his life. If there is
outline a settlement of the Middle
sions during a Vietnam battle se- any consolation in this, it is that
East conflict under which Israel
quence were too powerful.
the film is finished. Thank God.
returns captured Arab lands and
Wingo, who flew helicopter mis- This performance must not be
receives recognition and secure
sions in Vietnam for a year, said lost. It was Vic's last gift to us,"
borders.
he was hovering at about 30 feet Folsey said.
McCloskey said today the
Morrow, best known for his
when explosives buried below
Arafat statement "is a recognition
work on the television series,
started detonating.
of Israel's right to exist. At least,
"I was just amazed, I couldn't "Combat,- is survived by two
so I interpret it."
believe it," said Wingo, recalling daughters and a granddaughter.

6:00-7:30 p.m.

New-town dilemmas lade alter a
WELCOME WAGON call
As WELCOME WAGON Representative
it's my lob to help you make the most
your new neighborhood Shopping areas
Community opportunities Special ultra,
lions Lots of tips to save you time arid
money
Plus a basket of ells for youa
I'll be listening for your call
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Democrats hope others will
take the rap for Reagan

Son to seek Hoffa's legal death
DETROIT ( AP ) — James R.
Hoffa disappeared seven years
ago Friday. and his son says he
will file papers needed to declare
the former Teamsters union president legally dead.
-You know,.it's nearing the end
of a long journey of waiting and
hoping," said the former union
leader's son, James P. Hoffa. "Of
course at this late date nobody has
any hope, and I assume that he's
dead.
Under Michigan law, a person's
heirs may petition a court for a
presumption of death if that person has been missing for Seven
years. The younger Hoffa says he
will do that in Oakland County
Probate Court.
Hoffa failed to return from a
meeting at a suburban Detroit

pears to be nationwide in scope
and not a reflection on
Hopkinsville, as International
Shoe had 52 plants at one time and
now has eight.
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Haitians freed
A federal judge in Miami has ordered the release
of 1,910 Haitian refugees held in federal detention
camps, many of the for more than a year. The
government is appealing and, if the initial reaction
of its attorney is an accurate indication, may drag
its feet as long as possible to avoid obeying the court
order. If nothing else, this attitude is consistent,
with the way the Immigration and Naturalization
Service has treated the matter from the beginning.
The order by Judge Eugene Spellman is not they'responsible, indiscriminate act government attorneys would have the public believe. No detainee
can be released without having both an individual
sponsor and a voluntary agency responsible for his
activities ( virtually all those held are men. They
would have to report weekly to a court—appointed
official, and would be allowed to work to avoid
becoming public charges. The judge also ordered
that asylum hearings for those Haitians wth legal
representatives begin immediately.
We cannot accept this,' a government attorney
said after judge's ruling. "The government is firmly committed to detention." This reflects the
governments's contempt for the court's ruling, and
of the human rights of the detanees, whose
crime—trying to enter this country illegally—is being punished more severely that those of many convicted felons, and without trails.
What the government is seeking to do, and with
some success, is to defer other Haitians trying to
flee the miserable and despotic conditions in their
native country by treating the refugees already
here as hostages. It also will mollify many in this
country whd would keep out refugees at any cost,
and in that respect it may well be good politics It's
also cynical, and very bad justice.

inside report

by robert novak & roland evons

Reagan firm on Soviet pipeline decision
alliance.
The president's comments inside
the White House point to rising tension with Europe. Reagan wonders
whether Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher has so soon forgotten what
the U.S. did for Britain in the
Falklands War
West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, never a
favorite of the Reagan White House,
is viewed-as using the U.S.-European
split over the pipeline to advance his
sagging political standing at home.
On June 27, trade negotiator
William Brock and Commerce
Secretary Malcolm Baldrige took
their worries over the president's
anti-pipeline decision to a rare Sunday session in the White House office
of national security assistant William
P. Clark. Backed by the State
Department, Brock and Baldrige
warned that the sanctions risk fatal
weakening of the Western alliance.
That secret session leaked into a
sympathetic New York Times story
on July 9. It portrayed a harried,

WASHINGTON — The hope of
European leaders that they will
change Ronald Reagan's mind on
anti-Soviet sanctions%would fade if
they could hear the pfestlent express
his emotions in the privacy of the
White House, unencumbered by
Alexander Haig's Europeanist views.
When President Reagan ordered
the U.S. crackdown against the
Soviet-European gas pipeline after
months of delay, both the leaders of
U.S. allies in Europe and Reagan's
top trade and commerce officials
started looking for ways to change
his mind. They failed, contradicting
published reports that Reagan seeks
a way out.
A West German delegation here
this week will get this word: Nothing
can shake Reagan's determination to
punish Moscow until martial law
ends in Poland and Solidarity leaders
are set free. But Reagan on the warpath, however justified, puts the U.S.
and Western Europe on . a collision
course threatening the Western

worried Ronald Reagan praying for a
quick fix in the form of some change
in Poland that he could use as a
pretext for canceling sanctions.
The facts, now slowly becoming
known to the Europeans, are radically different. Reagan held off for months imposing the latest pipeline sanctions largely because Haig as
secretary of state told him Poland's
military dictatorship would ease
martial law.
Haig is still unavailable to the
press, but Reagan advisers insist
that he assured the president there
would be major'changes in Poland
before summer. Haig is said to have
told the president that he had private
indications to that effect from Soviet
foreign minister Andrei Gromyko.
At the same time, Haig's State
Department operatives are privately
charged in the White House with failing to convey to the Europeans the
depth of Reagan's ideological commitment to sanctions. "It's a moral
issue with him," one Reagan adviser
.1982 Copley Vann .•*•,,nee

looking back

Terrorists linked
• It is hardly a secret these daYs that scores of terrorist organizations around the world are linked in
various ways, and that many of these links can be
traced ultimately to the Soviet bloc. Author Claire
Sterliry's 1981 book,"The Terror Network," stands
as the definitive expose of these connections and
their roots in the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe,
Cuba, and Libya.
But the world now has what looks to be a treasure
trove of additional documentation. courtesy of
literally thousands of documents left behind by the
Palestine Liberation Organization when it was
chased out of southern I.ebanon by the Israeli army
last month.
Copies of some of these documents have already
been released by Israeli intelligence. Others have
been examined by European and American journalists on the scene in Lebanon. The picture that
emerges is necessarily incomplete because whole
cartons of PLO documents reportedly have yet to be
catalogued by the Israelis, and some material may
never be made public.
What is apparent is that thousands of PLO guerrillas have been trained at Soviet bloc bases just
since 1980. The Soviet Union itself provided military
schooling and political indoctri-nation for PLO officers and noncoms. Hungary trained PLO tank
crews. Bulgaria offered courses for Palestinian
staff officers. And the North Vietnamese trained
PLO anti-aircraft gunners and pilots. East Germany, China, Yugoslavia, and Pakistan provided
additional courses in such specialties as covert
operations, chemical warfare. communications,
and combat engineering.
The scope of this instruction, combined with the
huge stocks of PLO weaponry•including tanks and
heavy artillery captured in southern Lebanon,
leaves no doubt that the Palestinians were in the
process of transforming themselves from guerrillas
into a regular army.
The most illuminating intelligence scoop was the
discovery of documents detailing the guerrilla and
terrorist training the PLO provided to more than
3,000 foreigners from 33 countries this year alone.
Many of these recruits, mostly leftwing radicals,
subsequently were sent on to East Germany or
Bulgaria — two of the most obedient Soviet
satellites — for additional training.
Some of these international volunteers apparently fought alongside the P1.0. But most seem to have
been trained for terrorist activities and assorted
-liberation" movements in their home countries.
Among those trained at PLO bases in Lebanon were
Turks, Salvadorans, Italians. Japanese, and West
Germans.
When former Secretary of State Alexander Haig
accused the Soviets last year of fostering terrorism
all over the world, the Kremlin responded by labeling the charge "absurd and insulting." The PLO
papers provide more evidence, if any more was
needed, that Mr. Haig was right on target.
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heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You wW
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Several weeks ago,
there was an article in our
newspaper about some agency that
helped find employment for older
people. I meant to clip the article out
and call them, but lost the paper. I
have looked all through the telephone
book and can't find anything like this.
How can I go about finding it? J.L.
ANSWER: In your case, you might
call your newspaper and tell them
about the article and on what 'date
you think it might have appeared in
the paper and see if they can find it
for you. However, if you live in or
near a city or town which has an

Agency on Aging or Council on Aging, you should call them. They
would be listed under State Government or State Agencies. If you cannot
find it in the telephone directory, call
your directory assistance ( information number and see if they can help
you. If this fails, call any local senior
citizen club to see if they have the information.
HEARTLINE: I have been reading
Heartline in our • newspaper for
several years, and have found the information useful in several instances in reference to my mother,
who is 83 and living WithMe. I hadn't
thought I would be needing your
assistance at my age, but here I am. I
need information on Medicare and
have several of the government
leaflets put out about it, but none
answer my question. I remember
reading in your column several years
ago that Medicare was starting a
campaign to influence and encourage
people to get a second opinion before
having surgery and informing the
public that Medicare would pay. as

washington today

usual, for the second opinion. What I
want to know is will they pay for the
second opinion regardless of what
that opinion is and regardless of your
decision in the matter? In other
words, if the •second opinion was that
you do not need the surgery but you
decide to have it anyway, will they
still pay on the second opinion? E.F.
ANSWER: Yes, the bill will be
covered by Medicare regardless'of
your decision.
HEARTLINE: A friend told me
that you have. a service in which you
will look over our Medicare insurance supplements and tell us
where the weak points of the
coverage are and whether you
have had complaints against the insurance company or not. How do I
get this service? P.R.
ANSWER: Send a copy not the
original, if at all possible of you
policy/policies and $2.00 per each
policy. to Heartline's Policy Evaluation. 114 East Dayton St.. West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.

by waiter r. mears

Balancing federal budget like drinking whiskey
WASHINGTON i AP — A constitutional .amendment is not going to
balance the federal budget any more
than a constitutional amendment
stopped Americans from drinking
whiskey.
It's a matter of breaking habits, no
matter what the Constitution says.
And deficit spending is habitual.
The 18th Amendment— prohibition
-- made it more difficult for people to
get and drink alcoholic beverages.
from 1919 until it was repealed in
1933. They had to break the kiw to
drink, but they did it anyhow.
For all the sloganeering about the
balanced budget amendment, its
sponsors don't claim it would cure
deficits, only discourage them.
The proposed 27th Amendment
would make it harder, and politically
more dangerous. for Congress to vote
deficit spending. Proponents of the
measure say it would change a bias
toward more spending ,ahd more
taxes that now is built into the way
the federal government handles
money.
"It does not require that the budget
in fact be balanced," budget director
David A. Stockman told Congress.

"It merely requires that — except in
extraordinary circumstances — the
Congress plan to spend no more than
it takes in, and then that it ensure,
with the president, that actual spending does not exceed planned spending."
It would take 261 votes in the House
and 60 in the Senate to approve a
deficit. The theory is that those votes
would clearly and simply identify
proponents of deficit spending, se
that their constituents could judge
them at election time.
The way it works now, spending
votes are spread all over the lot. A
member can vote for spending that
will benefit the people back home.
and follow up with speeches denouncing budget deficits.
Congressional committees are supposed to be at work now on spending
reductions to meet the guidelines set
by the budget resolution Congress
already has passed. The House Post
Office and Civil Service Committee
defied the budget instructions, voting
to trira_the spending it supervises by._
$113 million over the next three
years, when it was supposed to have

made cuts totaling $3.2 billion.
A study commissioned by the Taxpayers Foundation, which has been
pushing the amendment. says one of
the reasons for the deficits is that the
benefits of a spending program are
concentrated among a relatively
small number of people, while the
cost is spread among all the taxpayers.
"The competition between tax
spenders and tax payers is highly
unequal," says Alvin Rabushka. a
senior fellow at the Hoover Institution of Stanford University. -It is
simply not as worthwhile for an individual taxpayer to spend much
time and effort to save a few dollars
in taxes as it is for the spending interests to secure millions or billions
of dollars for themselves."
Besides. Rabushka says, spending
has immediate political benefits
while the bill is added to the debt and
'doesn't come due until later.
Skeptics, and not all of them are
Democrats, say it won't work, and
that the answer to deficits is for
_members. of Congress to discipine
themselves to withstand the,political
pressure for government spending.
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told us
All this insensibb watered down
Reagan's true position. Thus, when
the pipeline crackdown came in
June, the Europeans still doubted
Reagan's resolve. That doubt has yet
to be dispelled.
While Haig and the State Department bureaucracy were in the saddle
issuing reassuring words, the Europeans ignored or forgot Reagan's
words last December: -The United
States will have no choice" but to
harden sanctions against Moscow if
the Soviets do not see that "basic
rights" in Poland are restored.
That is exactly what Reagan
meant to say, the Europeans are now
being told. With Haig gone and after
the acrimonious Sunday session in
Clark's office, there are no longer
doubts inside the administration.
Reagan has told intimates that
although he wants both the sanctions
and the support of Europe, it would
be sanctions hands down if he had to
choose. That signals an unprecedented crisis for the alliance.
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Ten years ago
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board of Commissioners has approved a 48-bed addition to the hospital,
according to Stuart Poston, administrator.
Deaths reported include Mrs7
Willie B. Stewart and Jessie
Mayfield,66.
Calloway County Banks reflected
deposits of $77,921,365, according to
published statements as of June 30,
1972. of Dees Bank of Hazel, Bank of
Murray and Peoples Bank.
A reception will be on July 30 at
Murray Woman's Club House in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Harrell
who were married May 13. 1922, Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Harrell who were
married July 25, 1947, and Mr. and
Mrs. Jamie Harrell who were married Aug. 1,1947.
Twenty years ago
Cadets Jerry T. Shroat, William R.
Young, Michael R. Hamm, Stephen
C. Sanders, Coleman J. McDivitt.
William R. Oliver and James R.
Paschall of Murray State University
will complete six weeks of training on
Aug. 3 at Reserve Officers Training
Corps Summer Camp at Fort Bragg,
N.C.
The City of Murray. Murray
Chamber of Commerce, Calloway
County Court. and all Murray Civic
Gitibs will pay tribute to returning
members of the 100th Division 439th
Military Affairs Group and National
Guardsmen at Rotary luncheon on
Aug. 9 at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mrs. Dee Imes presented a program about Mental Health at
meeting on July 24 of Murray Lions
Club. I.ion Hoyt Owen was in charge
of the program.
Births reported—include a girilo
'Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Osbron on July
22.
Thirty years ago
Prof. Harry Sparks for the past
four years a professor in Education
Department at' Murray State College
has been appointed to head the
department by Dr..Ralph H. Woods,
president of MSC.
Ty Holland. director of L'Ittle and
Junior Basekall Leagues and superintendent of Murray City Park,
was presented a bronze plaque for his
"untiring work with boys." The plaque was given by Woodmen of the
World.
"Carol Farmer proud of his new
Fun that shoots steel plugs into a wall
of any kind. The gun is used to install
fuse or switch boxes and eliminates
drilling of holes." from column.
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone have
returned home after a visit with their
son, Eugene Stone and Mrs. Stone of
St. Louis.
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Colson and Johnson vows said

Milirray Ledger & Times

datebook

Miss Margaret Fay
Colson and Elwood Denits Johnson exchanged
(heir wedding vows on
Edith Sheeks. Murray. has been awarded a
Saturday.. June 12. at the
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
scholarship to Northern Kentucky University's
Calvary Temple
will play Wednesday, July 28. from 9 to 11 a.m. at
Salmon P. Chase College of Law, Highland Heights.
Pentecostal Church of
the club.
The grant for the 1982-83 school year is part of
Murray.
The lineup is as follows: Court One
Deanna
Chase's Regional Scholarship series.
Parents of the couple
Parker, Cindy Howad, Carol Waller and Cecelia
are Mr. and Mrs. Otis M.
Brock; Court Two
Vickie Holton. Cathy Mattis,
Colson, Rt. 5, and Mr. and
Pat Weatherly and Kathy Kopperud; Court Three
Mrs. Elwood Ray
Renee Wynn, Debbie Keller, Jennifer Hewlett
Johnson, Rt. 1. Dexter.
and Mary Warren Sanders; Court Four
Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Bridges, Rt. 3, Mayfield, are
The Rev. William D.
Rouse and Dinah Vire
the parents of a daughter, Amanda Beth. born SunCox performed the double
day, July 11. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
ring ceremony before a
Grandparents are Mrs. Lona Bridges and Mr. and
hrass arch and brass
Mrs. Bill Rowland. all of Mayfield.
.spiral candelabra. Two
Clarence McClure of Murray was dismissed July
white columns holding•ar9from the Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
rangements of pink
gladioli and burgundy
carnations enhanced the
scene along with ferns
Group B. Section Two, of Ladies Tennis of Murplaced on white columns.
ray Country Club will play Friday, July 30, at 9 a.m.
The family pews were
at the club.
marked with white bows.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Carol
A program of music
Waller, Norma Frank, Janie Ryan and Leisa
was presented by Mrs.
Faughn; Court Two — Wilda Purdom, Joy Waldrop,
Debbie Clendenon.
Vicki Baker and Gayle Foster: Court Three —
Lashlee Foster, Pat Seiber, Pat Greer and Vicki
organist. Singers were
By
Abigail Van Buren
Miller; Court Four -- Janice Howe. Jan Seargent,
Rick Clendenon and Mrs.
Frances Hulse and Gaye Haverstock.
Stephanie. Roberts. sister
4 bride.
Miss Teresa Brown
Mr`ond Mrs. Elwood Dennis Johnson
Kept the guest register.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dale Coleman,
Mrs. Debbie Farley,
Rt. 2,
aunt of bride, directed the were three-tiered and Farley, uncles of bride.
Buchanan, Tenn., are the parents of-a son,
flanked by pink candles DEAR ABBY: I am a psychiatrist who works closely with Dale, weighing
Joseph
six
trimmed
pounds
in lace.
wedding.
nine ounces, born Mona child development specialist in Bangor, Me. As an d
The men wore burgun- in crystal holders.
ay, July 12, at
example of the power for good that your column has,
Henry County General Hospital,
Each attendant carried dy regal tuxedoes with
The bride
The three-tiered wedwe
Paris,
Tenn.
want
share
The
to
this
a
long
story:
mother
The bride wore a gown
stem pink rose tied pink shirts and burgundy ding
is the former Cheryl Ann
cake had a light pink Two years ago, a teacher
in a nearby town gave her class Shamblin.
of crystal organza over with pink and burgundy bowties. Their boutonroping and pink roses fill- an assignment to bring in a news item
class
for
discussio
satin
n.
ribbons.
taffeta with reemnieres were pink roses.
ed the top of the two bot- Expecting current events and human interest stories, the
The flower girl was
broidered chantilly lace
Brad Clendenon served tom layers. The cake was teacher was surprised when quiet
a
12-year-ol
approach
d
ed
designed with a high Lori Ann _Farley, cousin as ring bearer. He cartopped with a bride and her desk with a clipping from your column about a girl who
neckline of a lace collar, of bride. She wore a for- ried a pillow made
Mr. and Mrs. Mark A. Sandoval, Paris, Tenn., are
of groom statuette in front was being sexually abused (raped), and said, "This is
lace yoke and empire mal knee length dress of satin trimmed in sheer
the parents of a daughter. Miranda Nicole,
of a heart adorned with happening to me.
waistline. The long sheer light pink with sheer lace - lace with the rings
on white sheer lace and pink The teacher and the school's guidance person obtained weighing five pounds four ounces, born Tuesday,
sleeves were trirrimed in around the sleeves and bowties. He wore
our help in providing supportive counseling during -the July.6, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
a ribbon.
The
lace with organza ruffles. neck. She wore baby's burgundy suit with
difficult pwcess in which the child was placed in foster Care mother is the former Cindy Moseley.
a
.
Weddin
g
cookies
,
Hecause her mother "stood by- her husband (the child's
Her attached chapel train breath in her hair. She burgundy bowtie and
Grandpar
ents
are
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Reynolds
a
had a lace border and carried a white' wicker white shirt. His bouton- punch, nuts and mints stepfather) and called her daughter a "lying bitch."
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy C. Moseley.
were served from crystal
You have many young readers. We urge you to encourage
organza ruffle. The three
: basket of fresh flowers.
niere was a pink rosebud. appointm
ents. Serving children .to seek help from their school guidance people,
.
.ayered veirwas fingertip
The groom wore a
Reception
were Anna Turner, Betty doctors or community health centers (listed in the Yellow
'ength and was attached burgundy ascot tuxedo
A reception followed Rose
Pages)
they
if
are
being
involved
sexually
by
adults.
You
and
Abelene
m her headpiece.
with a burgundy bowtie the ceremony at the
may use our names or sign us, "Concerned Professionals."
Wallace.
She carried a bouquet and pink shirt. His church.
LAWRENCE C..SALVESEN, M.D..
of pink and burgundy boutonniere was a white ' The table was covered
After the reception the
PATRICIA SMITH RANZONI, MEd
roses, white carnations. rose.
couple
left for a wedding
with pink crepe paper
pink and white daisies
Steve Wilkins, Murray, and a white cloth with trip to Fairdealing spen- DEAR CONCERNED: The importance of your
message cannot be overstated. Whenever I publish a
and pink, burgundy and served as best man. lace around the
edges. It ding several nights at letter from
someone who has been sexually abused as
white satin ribbons.
David Roberts, brother was centered with
an ar- Sportsman's Lodge.
a child. I am inundated with letters from readers
Miss Rachel Lamb, in-law of bride, was rangement of pink
and
saying
They
that
now are residing
this has happened to them.(Many confide
Murray, was maid of groomsmen. Ushers were white carnations,
pink at A-5 Coach Estates, that they had lived with that ugly secret for as long as
honor, and Miss Kristy Johnny Colson and Mike and burgundy
40 and 50 years — too ashamed to tell anybody.)
roses, Murray.
Derrington. Hopkinsville,
It is the responsibility of adults to teach children(3was bridesmaid.
and 4-year-olds are not too young to understand)that
They wore formal pink
it is not OK for anyone to touch their private parts,
: our length dresses trimand if someone does, the child should tell a trusted
adult immediately. Stress that even if the person who
med at the bodices with
has made these advances has threatened to "kill" her
Mrs. Bobby Adams place.
white lace. The skirts
with silver glitter while (or
him — little boys are molested, tool the child must
opened her home for the
Mrs. Odell Youngblood still damp.
MORRIS BILBREY, left and Jack Persall enjoy
tell anyway and be assured she will be protected.
June meeting of the Col- gave tips on
"EntertainOther members pre- Some facts: Today in the U.S. there is a one-in-four the fish dinner held by the Murray-Calloway County
dwater Homemakers ing On A
Budget."
chance that a child will be the victim of incest, child Shrine Club.
Club.
Mrs. Myrtle Byrd sent were Mesdames molestation or rape by the time he or
she reaches 18
Esther Doores, Arlene
The devotion was given showed how
years of age. Statistics tell us that 80 percent of the
to make a
Adams, Mable Fuqua and offender
by Mrs. Clara Bennett thimble
s had themselves been physically or sexually
holder and pin
Esther Shanklin. Visitors abused as children
who had as her guest her cushion by using
.
a small were
Debbie Arkless and
sister, Mrs. Bernie Peter- Avon jar, bits
All 50 states now have reporting statutes, which The monthly social of Cliff and Norma Finof lace and
baby
girl,
son of St. Louis.
Brooke. Tracey are laws that require professionals who work with meeting of the Murray- ney, T.P and Theda Farbright material.
and Kelly Adams, Jerry children to notify public
Mrs. Sherwood Potts,
of instans of Calloway County Shrine ris, Leroy and Elva Todd,
Another craft
Lowery and Joe Dereck suspected child abuse (including physical, emotional,. Club was on Saturday. Ralph Emerine and Alice
president, presented a demonstrated
was the Adams.
sexual( and sometimes neglect.
July 17, at the cabins of Mayfield.
lesson on "Storage Christma
s Star. This was
Children seldom lie about sexual abuse.
Leroy and Elva Todd and
Ideas." She stressed hav- made with
A social hour preceded
dried Queen
Mrs. Byrd will be Child molesters are rarely strangers.
They are Tremon and Theda Far- the meal which was serving a place for everything Ann's lace
sprayed with hostess for the September usually related to or living near the child, and
are
ris at Cypress Springs on ed buffet style.
and everything in its hair spray and
known and trusted by the child.
sprinkled meeting.
Those attending were
A child needs to tell a trusted adult if he tor she)has Kentucky Lake.
been molested; if not believed, the child should tell A bountiful meal of Nobles and Mesdames
another adult, and still another adult until believed. fried fish, hushpuppies, Frank Gavner. Cliff FinA child needs to he assured that if he (or she) has slaw, white beans, ney, Willie Scott, Leroy
been molested, the shame and blame belong to the tomatoes and white Todd. Tremon Farris,
adult — the child is the victim!
antral center 753-3314
onions was served to Paul Claypool, Roy
Quarter Lb. Pure Ground
nearly 50 Shriners and Folsom. Bob Fike, Jack
their ladies. The fish and Persall. Don Robinson,.
CHERI
3
hushpuppies were cooked James Armbruster, R.0
14 Lb. Box
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
by E.H. Lax, who con- Jones, James C.
Final Week. Fads Thurs.
what
to
say?
Thank-y
ou
notes,
sympath
y
letters,
Frosty Acres
congratulations. how to decline and accept invita- tributed his services and Williams, Bill Harrison,
The Return of the
tions and how to write an interesting letter are equipment for the occa- Bob Allen, Ken Jackson,
Great Adventure
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for sion.
Joe Pat Carraway, E.K.
20 lb
All Occasions." Send $2 and a long, stamped (37 The entertainment Stacy, and Jack Norwine.
Frosty Acres Purple Hulled
DA/Dias OF THE
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter committee was composed Also attending were NoIr'‘ LOST ARK
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.
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Edith Sheeks gets award

Tennis ploy Wednesday

Amanda Beth Bridges born

Patient dismissed
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Joseph Dale Coleman born
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Tasty Time & Energy Savers

Beef Patties

$2016
$1759

Baby lamas

Peas
Crowder Peas

0•••co•owng
KA.n9 troth,*
••••ta..•
P n lab 10000

20)b $41 533

Butter Peas

$
20)b

Frosty Acres

AmProPeFoxi°
7 05 0 20 • 2 040
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Black Eye Peas

70 11,

Frosty Acres Breaded

Sim

•

Okra
Potatoes

wor$1.'
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•
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3 Big Hits
FORCE FIVE (R)
STIR CRAZY (R)
NEIGHBORS(R)

$S A CARLOAD TUES
HIGHWAY 121 SOQTH

20 lb.

Plus Many More Varieties Of Vegetables

411
chestnut St. 753-3314

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
EMENEMB

$ 1 539

20)b $1 6'°
'229

Frosty Acres White

••1

1 533

Choice Sides Of Beef
225 To 300 Lbs.

cut & Wrapped Free
Phone Your Orders In

$ 1 37
lb

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIEISON HAM CO.
We *coy Feed

00eee 7SI 1601

07N. Mlle
-

50051,700

S

00 *ea
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-Only Federal ins-peeted Meot Morket In Murray

Maurices is the land of

aaahhs
If'Dorothy and. her friends had
come to Maurices, they would
have stayed.

Maunces, where fashion doesn't
cost a fortune, and dreams
come true.

MAURICES

Coming Soon to
Chestnut Hills Mall

Kenny Rogers
signs contract
NEW YORK API —
Singer Kenny Rogers has
signed a worldwide recording contract with RCA
Records, the company
announced, although it
refused to disclose the
terms.
Industry sources
speculated Rogers is
receiving more money
than three others —
Diana Ross, Paul McCartney and Stevie
Wonder -- who also signed contracts within, the
last year. last August,
Miss Ross was said to
have turned down an offer of $18.5 million to sign
with RCA Records.
Later, McCartney's signtrig with Columbia and
Wonder's with Motown
both were said to be bigger.
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Wedding vows read at church
& Times

.sday
Country Club
to 11 a.m, at
e - Deanna
and Cecelia
;athy Mattis,
Court Three
lifer Hewlett
'our
Alice

smissed July
lenton
aY
ennis of Mury 30, at 9 a.m.
)ne -- Carol
n and Leisa
Joy Waldrop,
urt Three —
!er and Vicki
Fan Seargent.

3n born
man, Rt. 2,
a son, Joseph
born Mon!rat Hospital,
•r Cheryl Ann

al born
ris, Tenn., are
anda Nicole,
torn Tuesday,
Hospital. The
>wis Reynolds

The wedding of Miss
Marie Renee 'Brantley
and Patrick Edward
McMillen was solemnized
on Saturday, June 19, at 7
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev, Calvir.
Wilkins officiated at the
candlelight double ring
ceremony. A program of
music was presented by
Mrs. Susie Scott with
vocals by Tommy Scott,
Diane McMillen, Monroe
Jones and Kerry
Vasseur.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. "Curly"
Brantley of New Concord
and Mr. and Mrs. T.D.
McMillen of Murray.
Bride's dress
The bride chose for her
wedding a formal gown of
white chantilly lace. A
molded bodice featured a
Queen Anne neckline and
full bishiop sleeves. The
bouffant strt fell from a
raised waistline to a full
chapel train. Her chapel
length veil was of white
bridal illusion attached to
a headdress of lace and
pearls.
She wore a single
strand of "borrowed"
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Edward McMillen
pearls and matching
"old" earrings. In her bride, were flower girls. white silk orchid.
Courts, Murray State
"blue" garter was tucked They wore matching
The guest book atten- University.
a "new" bridal handker- white and blue long dant was Patrice FlemRehearsal Dinner
chief.
dresses and carried white ing.
The groom's parents
The bride carried a baskets of blue silk roses.
Reception
were hosts for a rehearcascade of white silk
The groom chose David
Following -the sal dinner in the
roses, azaleas, blue Noffsinger as best man. ceremony a reception
fellowship hall of the
starflowers and pearls, Groomsmen were was in the fellowship hall
church. Places were
especially designed by Monroe Jones, Mike of the church.
marked for 50 guests.
the groom and Ed of Wild Mason and Jay Young.
A three-tiered wedding
Other events given in
Raspberry.
Serving as ushers were cake was decorated in the honor of
the bride includMiss Jennifer Waldrup Gus Moore and David bride's colors of blue and
ed:
was maid of honor. She Martin, brother of bride.
white. It was trimmed
A personal shower was
wore a blue chiffon floor
The men in the wedding with statuettes of given by Teresa
Bridges,
length gown and, white party wore light blue full miniature bride and
Sheila Irvan, Lisa
lace gloves.
formal dress with long groom and attendants. Phillips,
Lori Lovins and
The bridesmaids were tails and white silk rose The table was covered in Jennifer
Waldrup.
Diane McMillen, sister of boutonnieres. The groom blue with a white lace
A miscellaneou .
groom, Missy Farris and selected full formal attire overlay.
shower was given by Mrs.
Karen Carraway. They in white and wore a
Serving punch and cof- Georgia Finney and Verwore identical blue lace boutonniere of blue silk fee were Mrs. Becky Nofna Taylor.
off-the-shoulder gowns.
roses.
fsinger, Christy Hale,
The ladies of Elm
Each attendant carried
Mrs. Brantley wore a Lisa Philliets and Debbie Grove Baptist
Church
a spray of blue and white floor length dress of coral Starks.
were hostesses for a
silk roses and white chiffon and Mrs.
After the reception the miscellaneous shower.
starflowers.
McMillen selected a for- couple left for a short
A kitchen shower was
Misses Crystal and mal dress of beige wedding trip. They now
given by the Acteens
Barbie Martin, nieces of quiana. Each wore an off- are residing in College
Class.

Summer time' People are
traveling so much that it is a continual thing to be saying, -Have a
good time" or -Did you have 'a
good time?"
If you are looking for a family
vacation with a short 3-hour drive.
try newly opened Mud Island on
the Mississippi river front in
Memphis, Tenn.
There is an abundance of
available parking, the monorail is
easy to ride, the Mississippi River
Museum is a must. The three Mud
Island Restaurants are open for
lunch and dinner. They are The
River Terrace Restaurant located

Coming community calendar events listed
Monday,July 26
District 17, Unit I,
Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
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Tuesday, July 27
Sunday School Directors of First Baptist
Church will meet in Conference Room of church
at 7 p.m.

Wednesday,July 28
Wednesday, July 28
Centers will be open from be golf at 9 a.m.,
tennis
10 a.m. to 2 p.m for ac- scramble and bridge
at
tivities by Senior 9:30 a.m., and luncheon
Citizens.
at noon.

Make Today County is
Oaks Country Club will
Memorial Baptist scheduled to meet at 1:30
Murray Chapter of Pro- Church will have a chur- p.m. in third floor play golf and bridge at
fessional Secretaries In- chwide skating party at 8 classroom unit of 9:30 a.m.
ternational I PSI) will p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
meet at 7 p.m. in ComHospital.
Today at 3:30 p.m. is
munity Room, North
deadline for Quota Deer
Wednesday. July 28
Branch of Peoples Bank.
Ladies day activities at Hunt Applications in
Hazel and Douglas Murray County
Recovery, Inc., will
Club will Land Between the Lakes.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
The regular ladies day Cthryn Garrott and Jane Ryan,
Jo Benson, Al
Betty Sledd Group of golf at the
Murray Coun- Fitch.
Ramsey and Marti ErFirst Baptist Church try Club
will be combined
9:25 a.m. — Judy win.
Women will meet at 6:30 with the
first rounds of Muehleman, Ann. Haney,
9:30 a.m. — Edith Garp.m. at church parking match play
on Wednes- Nancy Orr and Virginia rison. Rebecca
Irvan,
lot to go by van to home of day, July 28.
Schwettman.
Mary Bell Overbey and
Barbara Smotherman.
Anyone not listed or
9:35 a.m. — Molly Alice Purdom.
Friendship Sunday anyone who cannot play Booth, Rowena Cultra,
• Nine hole winners of
School Class of Westside should call the golf Freda Steely and
ladies day golf on July 21
Baptist Church will meet hostess, Sue Costello, 753- Elizabeth Slusmeyer. •
have been announced by
at 7:30 p.m. in the home 5692.
9:50 a.m. — Frances Inus Orr, hostess,as
of Bonnie Nute.
The lineup is as Parker, Billie Cohoon, Ve follows:
follows:
Severns
and Wilda PurTuesday,July 27
Championship flight —
dom.
Murray Lions Club will No. 1 tee
Betty Jo Purdom. 38. and
9
a.m.
—
Betty
No.
4 tee
Jo Purmeet at 6:30 p.m. at MurCarol Hibbard, 41.
9 a.m. -- Dorthy Fake.
ray Woman's Club House. dom, Venela Sexton,
Firgi flight — Inus Orr,
Jerlene Suntan and Madelyn Lamb, Toni 41. anciPam
Mavity,42.
Frances
Hulse.
Hopson and Inus Orr.
Murray TOPS ( take off
Second flight — Jane
9:05
a.m. — Euva Nell
9:10 a.m. — Norma Fitch, 48, and Anna
pounds sensibly) Club
Mary'
will meet at 7 p.m. at Gibbs, Pam Mavity, Frank, Betty Powell, Bet- Adams,50.
Health Center, North Diane Villanova and Sue ty Scott and Nancy FanThird flight -- Exie
drich.
Seventh and Olive Brown.
Hill, 48, and Louise
9:10 a.m. — Margaret
9:20 a.m. — Chris Lamb,50.
Streets:
Shuffett, Evelyn Jones, Graham, Euldene RobinFourth flight — Martha
Group D of Ladies TenMary Bogard and Faira son, Lou Lamb and Mar- Sue Ryan,
53, and Ve
nis of' Murray Country
Alexander.
tha Sue Ryan.
Severns,54.
Club will play at 7 p.m. at
9:15 a.m. —Anna Mary' No. 7 tee
Low
putts — Euva Nell
the club.
Adams, Betty Hinton,
9 a.m. — Laverne Gibbs, 14.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. Study will meet at 6 p.m.
at home of David and
DEAR DR LAMB — My caused by an antibody man- and is commonly used in the digestive
tract But it
husband has been diagnosed ufactured by his own body
treating high blood pressure does prolong bleeding time. Aleshia Cunningham, Utas having hemolytic anemia. We understand that a
terback Road.
Anemias are caused by a
Yes, it has side effects and
He has been on prednisone splenectomy is no guarantee failure of the bone marrow
so
do
almost
medicines,
all
for the past year but his that this situation will be to produce enough red blood In
general it is a safe medi- Tau Phi Lambda
blood count has not been corrected.
cells. a loss of blood from
Sorority . Unit 827.
maintained at a satisfactory The only other medication any source, or a destruction cine when taken as directed
level on the dosage consid- my husband takes is for high of red cells as in your and if you are followed prop- Woodmen of the World,
ered safe. Now the doctors blood pressure and he has husband's case. I am sending aely. It is a good idea to have will meet at Woodman
have recommended a been off that for several you The Health Letter num- yout eyes checked periodi- Hall at 7 p.m. with Judy
splenectomy. Is this the only months because his pressure Per 4-3, Understanding The cally because some rat McCarty as hostess and
recourse he has? They have has decreased to a safe Anemias, to explain the experiments show some
S 'th as
I
changes in the
which .
not been able to pinpoint the level.
balance. Others can send 75 have not been lens, yet
in c.ohostess.
noted
cause of this red blood cell DEAR READER — The cents with a long stamped,
destruction except that it is spleen is particularly sensi- self-addressed envelope for
Alcoholics Anonymous
You shouldnot take i
tive to any minor abnormali- it to me, in care of this newsat 8 p.m. in
ty of red blood cells. It will paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio with aspirin. The combina- will
trap them and destroy them. C
City Station, New York, NY tion is not more beneficial western portion of
and causes an increase in Livestock and Exposition
In many forms of hemolytic 10019.
adverse reactions.
Center.
anemia, where the basic
DEAR DR. LAMB —
problem is excess red blood Could you
explain
how
Adults 160
cell destruction, there are Tolectin DS works?
°111
Does it aft.,
3
.1!P
:1
minor abnormalities in red have any
Nursery 1
hidden bad side vre.-111
:
—
blood cells that increase red effects? Can
7-20-82
I go on taking
blood destruction. Splenecto- Tolectin indefinitely
Newborn admissions
? I have
Sherri Garland and my is commonly used in cas- been on it for more than a
es that have not responded year and feel fine.
Without
'baby boy, Rt. 8.
to treatment such as predni- tolectin I
can hardly bend
Dismissals
Bel Air Center is4
sone
my
knees
and
other
all
joints
Betty K. Mathis, 1601-B
pleased to an-r
The splenectomy may hurt too. I'm 66, overweight.
flounce that
,,College Farm Rd.; Burt merely mean that your hus- but other than arthritis nothStarlyn Taber:G. Wyrick, Rt. 1, Dexter; band will require far less ing else bothers me.
bride-elect of Gui
Willie Mae Downs, Rt. 1, prednisone. but that is a sigDEAR READER
—
nificant aid when the dosage
.Mitchell, has
Farmington; Harold R.
Tolectin is a relatively new
has had to be high.
made her selecSmith, No, 11, Shady
Most cases of hemolytic agent that you can consider
tions from our
Oaks; Shirley F. Bill- anemia are related to an as belonging to the aspirin'Bridal Registry
ington, 1305 South 16th St. inherited tendency with class medicines. By that I
for Decorative AcLarry W. Burkeen, Rt. small rounded blood cells. mean it relieves pain.
decreases
inflammati
and
on
cessories. Starlyn
1, Dexter; Peggy I.. Your husband's problem of fever. In some respects it
is
and Guy will be Ayers, 1-21 Fox cells that are unusually sen- safer than aspirin, in that
sitive to destruction because
:married August
Meadows; Mary Ann
of an antibody is much more laboratory studies suggest it
may be less likely to cause ..28,
Hartzfeldt, Box 243, rare. The sensitizing
. 1982.
anti- irritation and bleeding
from
Paris, Tenn.; Lillian A. body can be from a number
Dunn, 629 South Fourth of things But I was interestAnother First
St.; Eric I.. Duncan, D5 ed in the point he had been
In Murray
Southside Manor; Tina R. treated for high blood pressure. Aldomet (methyldopa)
Robinson, Rt. 6.
ttttt
Sharyn Heath, Rt. 1, is one of many agents that
DIET
can cause the body to develFRAMERS GALLERY
Springville, Tenn.;
op such an immune response
CENTER
61
7 3 077
Margie I.. Williams, Rt.
1, Springville, Tenn., Otis
Burk, Rt. 2, Puryear,
IF YOU COULD
Tenn.; William Hoyt
LOSE WEIGHT
Like, Rt. 8a- Clyde H.
BY YOURSELF.
Roberts, Box 124; Bertah
0. Jackson, Rt. 3.
YOU WOULD NAVE
Willie M. Taylor, 739
Fri.-Sat. July 30 & 31
Together, we can
Nash Dr.; Mellie B. Sills,
at 1.00 P.M.
make It happen!
Box 9, New Concord;
Sun. Aug. 1st
Festus Futrell, Rt. 3;
CALL
Thomas S. Russell, Rt. 3,
10.00 A.M. & 1.30 P M
‘
—
Mayfield; Lola Suiter,406
..73-0020
South 10th St.
Imogene M. Neale, 1104
•
Sycamore St.; Everett
Highway 444 New Concord Ktiancke
Nanney, 411 South Eighth
Speaker Rev Billy Foe Lewis of Smilax. de Special Singers
'Mon.-Fri. 15:30
St.: William I.. Barnett,
Sunday at 130a M The Apostolic Trio of Dawson Sprits
Set. 10-2
Rt. 2, Hazel; Isaac D...
laws N Cate Pastor
Brandon. Rt. 1, Almo;
EVERITME WE!COME
641 N. Murray, Ky.
George D. Long (ex753-0020
pired). Rt. 5.
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on the second floor of the River
Center; Crawdaddy's on the Gulf
is near the southern end of the
island: Harbor Landing
Restaurant overlooks the marina.
The four Mud Island stores offer
a variety of souvenirs, and the
Amphitheatre will probably have
entertainment.
The River Walk is an authentic
scale model of the Lower
Mississippi Valley from the Continental Divide all the way to the
Gulf of Mexico. Over 1,000 miles
ore represented in the five-blocklong model which flows through
the center of Mud Island. Each 30-

inch step equals one river mile
•••
Diets, calories and - physit
fitness is a ready topic among
most of us. Ina new twist here is a
list of activities with calories per
hour:
I. Making mountains out of
molehills, 500.
2. Running around in circles.
350
3 Pushing your luck, 250.
4 Eating crow, 225.
5 Flying off the handle, 225
6 Jumping on the bandwagon.
200
7 Beating around the bush, 75.
8 Pasting the buck,25.
9. Fishing for compliments,
100.
10 Jumping to conclusions, 100.
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If you think old-fashioned ideas
like quality, value and service
have gone out of style,
you don't know our style.
This is your new

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center

Opening 10 AM Wednesday, July 28th in

WM SUET j

Sesame Street
Tots and toddlers love having their
Moppet friends on Sesame Street
clothes All in bright colors
easy-care fabrics
Sesame Street end the Sesame Street
sign are trademarks and service marks of
Children s Television Workshop
Moppet Characters Muppets Inc

What's in fashion?

You name it, we ve got it, The latest in
fashions for men and women Plus timetested classics that never miss a beat
Fun-loving, casual looks too All at prices
that wont take the fun out of showing off

Fashion a-foot

Suddenly, everyone wants to be in our shoes,
And no wonder Treat your feel to some great
new looks from our Shoe Department We ve got
a terrific selection of casual and dressy styles for
everyone All at very comfortable prices

•
Nike and adidas
Great sports and great prices team up at
JCPenney Where you'll find a winning selection
of athletic shoes, shirts, warm-ups and more
Whatever your sport, we ve got you covered

Beautiful beds

Well take your unmade bed, and make it into a
focal point With matching sheets, sharnS,
bedspreads window treatments and more Then
we ll make a splash. with coordinating colors for
the bath

3-ways to charge
JCPenney nonors au i these bandy cards
JCPenney. Visa and Mastercard " We also
have a convenient Time Pay Plan to help you
budget your larger purchases
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JCPenney at home
Show off your own special style, Choose from
our exciting collections of lamps, rugs, mirrors,
paintings and lots more Beautiful accents to
brighten any room Wonderful gift ideas. too

r,ae2 J C P•nney Co,1,4^,

Your new JCPenney in Murray, Ky.
•
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PARM EVIEW &PORECAST
Researcher warns farmers about fiber
ST LOUIS, MO. Most dairymen know the
importance of proper
fiber levels in their
feeding program, but one
dairy researcher warns
that some dairymen may
be overly dependent upon
the value of crude fiber.
Crude fiber
measurements, arrived
at by laboratory analysis
of forage or listed on the
feed tags of commerical
feeds, can be
misleading. Dr. A.F.
Kertz, manager of Dairy
Research for the Ralston
Purina Company, warned
that this data alone is not
an accurate reflection of
the actual fiber quality or
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digestibility in a ration.
Kertz noted that the
procedure for determining crude fiber content is
outdated, and can be
unreliable. "Dr. Peter
Van Soest, while at the
USDA laboratories in
Beltsville, Md., illustrated the problems of
over-reliance on crude
fiber measurements
when he developed a new
procedure for measuring
fiber in the 1960's," said
Dr. Kertz.
Kertz said that Van
Soest found a means of
more accurately measuring the fiber content of a
feedstuff by determining

the acid detergent( fiber
IADFI.
"This method and other
measurements indicated
that only from 10 to 50
percent of the lignin; 15 to
25 percent of the
hemicellulose and 50 to 80
percent of the cellulose
are actually measured by
the crude fiber procedure," Kertz reported.
"that means there are
significant amounts of
these fiber components
present in quanities not
determined in the crude
fiber test."
Kertz added that an accrate measurement of
fiber content will alter

.••

Researchers have provided milk producers with giant leaps ahead in milk
production and efficiency. Good dairymen keep abreast of new
developments, such as the Total Nutritional Index.(TNI I.

Developments help dairy farmers

Dairymen looking to equipment, butterfat
improve their herd's percentages, types of
milking performance cows, body weight,
through better balanced genetic potential, health
rations may find amd medication prowelcome help in recent cedures. All of these
developments according variables can effect the
to Dr. Larry prewitt, levels and variety of
manager of applied nutri- nutrients needed by the
tion, dairy research, cow."
Ralston Purina Co.
The time required to
-Most short-term im- factor in all these
the house, there is a view haven't lost our en- provements in dairy ra- variables and
the
of the mountains and the thusiasm for living in the tions have already been knowledge
necessary to
sloping terrain. It was hills — it's all we want or made," he explained. understand
the intricate
Gypsy's way of "bringing need."
"Further improvements relationships between
the outside in."
The 234-acre farm also in feeding programs are feed ingredients
could acWhen the house was is home to five mules, a going to require greater tually
be counterproducfinished, it was christen- saddle horse, a mare, 174 management input and
tive, according to
ed "Rebel's Retreat." head of cattle, one sow understanding of rumi•
Prewitt.
Gypsy Jones' grand- and ten piglets.
nant nutrition.
"The dairy industry is
father had joined the ConDiscussing the use of
"For example, today's becoming increasingly
federate army under the mules. Ella and Kate, feeding
program begins specialized and the
Gen. John Hunt Morgan and his horse, Charlie, all
with a forage_ analysis specialty of the dairymen
and she felt the name of which he raised,'Jerry
and takes into considera- is managing his- cow
"Rebel's Retreat" was admitted that if it wasn't
tion existing facilities, herd. Theis is where the
appropriate,
for the sloping terrain he
The house has few new has farmed for 42 years, feeding procedures, pro- lion's share of his time
items. Most things have he would take advantage duction methods and and attention should be
been "recycled" because of modern f arm
Gypsy waii6od to ''Enaltipvmaoisitcy.
.
things as rustic looking as
"I'd "ehillfge
possible."
row," he said.
The house contains one
But with the land being
of the first telephones in as it is, he fears a modern
Madison County it is still tractor might overturn
workable), an antique ri- easily.
fle that graces the
But there are adfireplace, and a chair vantages to working with
given to Gypsy's grand- mules and horse. For one
father by Laura Clay, thing, there are no
daughter of Cassius Clay. maintenance worries
The chair which once with the exception of a
belonged to Clay came "few aches and pains"
from his elegant home, from the rigorous work.
White Hall.
Jerry also added that
In the shadow of the taking a nap was possible
house sits a family with animal help.
cemetery that dates back
"When you get to the
to the 1700s. The Jones end of the row,they know
hope to set up a trust to to turn," he laughed.
make sure the cemetery
Jerry often has to get
will be cared for long "junk parts" to keep his
after they have gone.
equipment in working
Walking through their order — parts for horsehome, Gypsy continuous- drawn machinery are
ly pointed out the view hard to come by these
from the wide windows days. He has bought
and talked about the land. seven different horse"If you take advantage drawn mowing machines
of the land, there's to keep one in working
nothing you can't do with order.
TOMATO — Elly Smallman, 5, holds a two-pound
"We're just ultra - nine-ounce tomato tomato grown by his grandit." stie said.
In talking about the conservatives, I guess," father Robert Bucy with his brother Allen Bucy.
finer points of living in a Gypsy says with a smile.
remote rural area, she "We like to keep things as
smiled and said, "We simple as possible."

Madison County farm family
a 'reflection of the past'

;hoes'
great
Ve ve got
styles for

.into a

•e Then
lors for •

BALDWIN, Ky. I AP
— It's like stepping briefly into Kentucky's past.
As one ascends the
small narrow road that
leads to the community of
Baldwin, a man can be
seen tending his tobacco
fields, but not with
modern machinery. This
farmer is following the
monotonous pace of the
two mules, row after row.
The house where the
man makes his home is
not of modern brick or
aluminum siding. This
house is a combination of
historic and modern.
It is a small stone
house._ On the front a
wooden sign reads,
"Rebel's Retreat," then
there are three dates,
1826, 1900 and 1980.
The home consists of a
log cabin built in 1826, a
buggy house built in 1900,
3nd a more modern addition built in 1980.
Jerry and Gypsy Jones
are the inhabitants of this
"reflection of the past" in
the far reaches of
Madison County.
Gypsy describes
herself and her husband
as people who "love the
land."
The Jones' family has
lived in the same house
for 150 years. The land
and house were handed
down from generation to
generation. But in July
1978 lightning struck the
main house, destroying it
and most of the contents.
The Jones were
devastated. But both
found -faith" in the land
they had cherished for so
long.
"The house was gone,"
said Gypsy."But the land
was still here. Land is one
of the most permanent
things you can have."
The surviving log cabin
and the buggy house that
had sat idle for so long
were transformed into a
simple, but beautiful
home.
Wherever one stands in

Tobacco prices
mixed during
market sale

Tie

rom
TOrS,
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VALDOSTA. Ga. API1
-- Prices were mixed
during the first week of
sales on the GeorgiaFlorida flue-cured tobacco market, and demand
did not seem as stroog as
last year. the FederalState Market News Service said.
The quality was high
and volume was heavy.
the service said.
The top price paid during the first three days of
selling was $205 per hundred pounds for some
sheets.
Sales during opening
week were 17,074,066
pounds at an average of
$153.53 per hundred
pounds, compared with
12,092,906 pounds at an
average of $146.15 pet
hundred last year.
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"SERVING THE
s ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

The ultimate
financo
e
rate....

V/

753-3404
Grain
Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

If you've been holding off buying form
equipment until the finance rotes come
down, now's the time to moke your move
From now until August 31, 1982, you con
purchase any new Sperry New Holland
combine, hay, forage or tillage equipment with a 12-month equal payment installment plan and pay absolutely no finance charges!
Sound great? It is. So come on in and
we'll give you all the detoils But make
your move quick—we can't do' this for
lo

McKeel Equipment
503 Walnut

753-3062

AUCTION CHANT
DANVILLE, Va. ( AP )
— Lady Astor, socialite
and first female member
of the British Parliament,
was the daughter of Col.
Chisholm Langhorne, the
man credited with
developing, in 1858, the
auctioneer's 'hant
method of selling tobacco
which is still in use today,
according to R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco.

program with the wrong
TDN figure can mean
that the milk producer
may face a butterfat
depression problem or
reduced milk production
with the cause masked by
misleading TDN data,"
said the researcher.
''That's why at Purina we
rely on ADF and other
measurements in
evaluating ingredients
for each of our Milk
Generator rations and
determining their TNI
Total Nutritional Index
rating."
The Total Nutritional
Index is a new means of
comparing milking rations which takes into account the possibly
misleading crude fiber
and TDN data, he explained.
"We rely on the
accuracy,of our detailed
laboratory analysis
coupled with milking cow
and digestion studies to
provide Milk Generator
rations that will not only
boost current milk production. but also improve
butterfat test and maintain the long-term health
and productivity of each
cow," he explained.
"With a properly balanced ration these goals are
met." he said.

PURINA
CHOWS

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag &

Bulk Feeds
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.

JOHN DEERE SUPER TRACTOR SAVINGS
EXTENDED INTO JULY

SAVE $1F300...$3,600
...UP.TO $12,200*

1

4111111111/IF

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

directed.
"Dairymen recognize
this fact," he continued,
"They're turning to nutritional consultants, feed
specialists and
sophisticated figuring
tools for assistance in
planning a feeding program that gets them the
most milk for their
money."
Prewitt noted that the
diary industry is resPonding to these needs by
providing sophisticated
figuring tools that enable
the dairyman to draw
upon a vast body of
knowledge. "There are a
number of devices that
condense the incredible
volume of knowledge
necessary to formulate
an effective milking ration.
"Perhaps the simplest
of these tools is either the
manual "slip stick" or
t h e hand-held
calnia/or."

other measurements as
well. Milk producers basing feeding programs on
TDN estimates from
crude fiber will be led to
believe that more energy
or total digestible
nutrients may be
available than is the case.
"Crude fiber
measurements don't account for the interelationship between components
either," he added. "For
example, lignin is completely indigestible and
tends to chemically bind
with cellulose and
hemicellulose to reduce
the digestibility of these
fiber components also,"
Kertz said.
Kertz cited another example, referring to
forages that contain heatdamaged protein.
"The damaged — and
indigestable protein —
would turn up as artifical
lignin in an ADF
analysis, appropriately
reducing the estimated
TDN or energy level. But
if the crude fiber procedure were followed, an
erroneously higher TDN
figure may be found
because crude fiber does
not accurately reflect the
extent of heat damage,•"
Kertz claimed.
"Balancing a feeding

Super savings on a
high resale value
tractor are your
rewards if you buy
your new John Deere
during July
•
•
a bundle during the
July extensor of John Deere's Super
Tractor Savings otter
Just choose any of the 15 new John
Deere tractors listed here, from 40-hp
to 300-hp, and you'll quailty for Super
Tractor Savings from $1.300 up to
$12,200 in John Deere money a
bonus over and above our good oeal'
on your purchase price
*Super Tractor Savings are yours if
you pay cash for your new tractor...
lease from Deere. or finance with
Deere lwithout waiver). John Deere
lease and finance plans are subject•
to approved credit

G

But if you choose to take the waiver of
finance charges until January 1. 1983
you'll still collect from $900 to $8.200
in John Deere money Hurry, this offer
may be withdrawn at any time during
this July extension

TRACTOR
MOORE

SUPER TRACTOR
SA V.POS
CASH PURCHASE
LEASING INC04
DEERE OR FIISAFICP.G
WiT14 DEERS
WoTNOUT WAIVER

8050
8650
$450
6640
8440
4640
4.640
4440
4240
g442
w;o5GB• •
2940
wfSG8••
2640
2440
2240
2040
Sound-Gard

$12.200
S 9.700
$ 8,300
$ 7.400
$ 6.300
$ 5.600
$ 5.200
S 4,200
$ 3.600
$ 3.400
$ 2.600

BOWS W1TM
WAIVER OF
FINANCE
CHARGE

$8200
$6400
$5700
$4 500
$4000
$3.600
$3400
$2600
$2300
92.200
$1800

$ 2,200

51 400

$ 2.000
$ 1.800
$ 1,000
$ 1 300
body

St 300.
$r.200
-$1•100
$ 900

Hwy. 641
CENTER OF
759-4440 FARMMURRAY
South
AUTHORIZED SALES-SERVICE-PARTS
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Brown's birdie on No.16
leads to MCC golf crown

bogeyed the same hole. ( Belowl Mayfield's Jon
Stanley started slow in Sunday's round, but finished
with a flourish:carding birdies on three of the last
four holes to place third.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

TIGHT TRIO — I Top left ) Eventual champ Jimmy Brown watches with concern as his chip shot on
.N0.16 settles within eight feet of the pin. He putted
for birdie from there to take the lead from fellow
Paducahan Dick Stacey [ top right) when Stacey

Jimmy Brown's golf
was as hot as the weather
this past weekend as the
personable, young
Paducah stockbrocker
won the 23rd Murray Invitations Tournament at
the Murray Country Club
with an eight-under par
[ 136 for the two-day, 36hole event.
Kentucky's amateur
champion for the past two
years, Brown, a former
Southern Illinois University player, had to stave
off a courageous
challenge from fellow
Paducahan Dick Stacey
in order to win the
popular tournament for
the second time in three
years.
The two were among
four players who were
tied with three-under-par
69s after Saturday's
round. Playing with them
yesterday were Jon
Stanley of Mayfield and
Jimmy Riddle of
Madisonville.
Four others — Homer
Branch and Jerry
Caldwell of Murray, Jim
Musgove of Paducah and
Roy Boisture of
Princeton — were one
stroke back with 70s when
play started Sunday.
But it was Brown who
took charge early in Sunday's round, posting birdies on three of the first
four holes to go six under
par.
He and Stacey, as well
as Stanley, birdied the
490-yard, 5-par first hole,
and both parred the 155yard, 3-par second.
Brown then hit one-iron to
within 10 feet of the pin on
his second shot on the 525yard, 5-par third only to
see his try for an eaglethree die at the lip of the
cup.
This gave him a one
stroke edge over Stacey,
a former Murray State
player and a suddendeath match play victor
over Brown only last
Tuesday at the Country
Club of Paducah.
Moments later, Brown,
who is expected to defend
his West Kentucky Open
chapionship — a title he
has won for the past two
years — next weekend in
Mayfield, trimmed still
another stroke from par
with an 8-foot birdie putt
on the 345-yard, dogleg
4th hole, increasing his

r•

WHEN A
$10,11D WAN
WON'T CUT THE
MUSTARD, 'CIVILL
f US
FOR
MORE!
NOW .. a new state law
allows us to lend you more than „
$10,000. And that's good news' Because, let's face it, when you've got big
money needs. $10,000 Just won't cut
the mustard.

CALL US TODAY!
Take advantage of
these new features:

LONGER TERMS. We can also offer
you longer terms, up to 120 months.
Which means your monthly payments
can be affordably low, even on very'
large amounts.

• LOANS OVER $10,000
• LONGER TERMS
• LOWER MONTH L Y PA1 M E NT S

_
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1

.

FT
ve got

_,
We

your kiln

Suite 2, Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5573

foot birdie putt on the 298yard 10th hole, while
Stacey was getting a par.
From that point on to
the 560-yard. lakeguarded 16th. the two
Paducahans matched
pars in their head-to-head
battle.

At the 16th, though,
Brown chipped off bare
ground to within 8 feet of
the pin and sank the putt
for a birdie 4, while
He wasn't as fortunate, Stacey was getting his
however, at the 410-yard first bogey of the day,
9th. Missing the green missing a 12-inch par
with a 5-iron, pitching putt.
short and two-putting for
In the lead by two
his only bogey of the day, strokes at the 17th tee,
he saw Stacey take the Brown put his drive safelead with a 12-foot birdie ly on the green 17 feet
putt and to go six under from the pin and
par, making the turn at 33 moments later sank the
to Brown's 34.
putt to go five under par
Stanley, after birding for the day and eight
the first hole, had run into under for the todrnatrouble with a seven on ment. Stacey's 15-foot
the 4-par, 405-yard 5th, birdie attempt on the
and made the turn at 38 same hole fell short by
and one under for the four inches
tournament.
Both parred the 385Riddle, with birdies on yard 18th as play was
the 3rd and 7th to offset highlighted by Stanley's
two of three bogeys, 50-foot uphill birdie putt,
made the turn at 37 and at Brown posting a back
two under for the 27 holes nine 33 for his 67 for the
played.
day and the sparkling 136
Brown lost little time for the tournament.
climbing back into a tie Stawey finished in 37 for a
for the lead, sinking a 20- two under par 70 for the

day and his 139 for the
tournament.
Somewhat overshadowed by the Paducahan's
battle most of the day.
Stanley, with birdies on
three of the final four
holes, finished Sunday's
round in 71 for third place
in the tournament at 140,
one back of Stacey and
only four off the pace.
Riddle, Branch, Buzz
Peel of Paducah and
defending champion
Johnny. Quertermous of
Murray finished in a fourway tie for third at 142.
Quertermous, also a
former Murray State
player and a product of
the host club, had putting
troubles from the outset,
three-putting four times
Sunday and leaving two
eagle tries at the cups'
edge on his Saturday
round.
Caldwell, winner of the
Oaks Invitational a week
ago with a 12-under-par
performance, was next
with 143, one under par.
while Musgove and
Boisture were next at 145.
One hundred and sixtysix golfers played in the
tournament.
Winner of the first
flight was Tim Garland of
Continued on page 9
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TRAPPED — Jimmy Riddle, one of four first-round 69s in the Murray Country Club Men's Invitational, ran into trap trouble and struggled to a one-overpar 73 Sunday to finish tied for fourth.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
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Alex high,
"State Farm has LIFE insurance, Daniel low
in Women's
too! Call me for details':

Open tourney

Like a good neighbor.
State Farrn is there

daill
SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP) — Janet Alex tad
reason to feel confident,
Beth Daniel reason to feel
jinxed going into the final
nine holes of play in the
30th U.S. Women's Open
LONG POND,Pa. i API
Golf Championship.
—
Bobby Allison
"I birdied the eighth
outlasted Darrell Waltrip
and ninth holes, and when
and Richard Petty to win
the Mountain Dew 500 I stood over my drive at
10, I said, 'This is it. It's
Grand National stock car
race at Pocono Interna- time to get aggressive.' I
was super-confident,"
tional Speedway.
LE C,ASTELLET, said Alex, the 26-year-old
France I AP) — Rene Ar- Pennsylvanian who rode
noux of France won the that confidence to a
French Grand Prix, fourth-round 68 and a sixstroke victory Sunday.
beating Didier Pironi and
Alex had made a pair of
Patrick Tambay.
Arnoux completed the 40-foot birdie putts on
54 laps, over 194.94 miles, Saturday, but in the final
in 1 hour, 33 minutes, round, her shots to the
33.217 seconds at an green were so accurate
average speed of 125.0 that the longest of her six
birdie putts was an 8mph.
footer.
She began the day in
third place, two strokes
off the lead, and ended it
BerPARIS (API
by claiming her first Mle
nard Hinault of France
as a professional. Her 72won his fourth Tour de
hole total of 283,.54rnderFrance in five years, takpar on the Del Paso Couning the 69th edition of the
try Club course, earned
classic race with a lasther $27,315 of the Open's
second victory in the 21st
$175,000 purse.
and final leg.
Daniel, the third-round
Hinault finished the
l
Tour with a time of 92 leader, took seven beys
while posting
sting a 78, w ich
, hours, 8
minutes, 46
left her in a four-wa tie
[
seconds.
, for second; She shared
the runner-up spot" with
•-JoAnne Carner, Donna
759.9888 o White and Sandra
Haynie.
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Pro baseball
'• Ttittadays Games
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Toronto at Boston. n
Eastern Division
await° at Baltimore.. n
W L Pet GB
Kansas City at Cleveland ,
Milwaukee
55 39
585 579
..., Detroit at New Torn... n 1
Boston
S5 40
Milwaukee at Texas. 1 n .
51
41
Baltimore
554
3
Oakland at nilifornia, I..
6
521
19 45
Detroit
Minnesota at Seattle, 1 n /
7
47 45
.511
New York
NATIONAL LEAGUE
16 46
Clerrland
503
11
Eastern Division
45 50
Toronto
474 10's
W L Pet GB
m astern Divaion
568
a
11
Philadelphia
HI 12
California
563
567
55 42
K,584.6)
51 43
543
2 Si. Ion.
50 44
4 Pittsburgh
49 45
.521
Chicago
'''9
1
5
516
49 46
49 47
.510
6 SUCTral
Seattle
458 10.
14 52
40 58
.4011
15
Oakland
N.. Vol*
37 56
398
15', Chicago
Texas
404
14
4°'
9
Western Division
.340 21's
Minnesota
33 64
57 37
606
Atlanta
Saturday's Games
53 43
S52
6
San Diego
Detroit 3, Tex am 1
8
Angeles
51
47
520
Fia Monne 5. Oak la cid 1. 13 innings
474
12':
San Francisco 46 51
Toronto 8, Chicago 1
54
Houston
II
432 3'
'
seattle 9. Cleveland 0
nominal]
36 60
22
Sew York 6. California 5
Ssturday's Games
Milwaukee 7, Kansas City 1
St I ouis 5. Bouston 1
Minnesota 5. Batton 3
San Francisco 5. Montreal 2
Atlanta 4 Pittsburgh 3
Siadey's Games
Cowinnati S. Chicago 2
1/84roit 7-7. To 2-6
Los Angeles 3. Philadelphia 2
California A. New York 4
New York 4, San Diego 3
Cleveland 5. Seattle 3
Seaday's Games
6.
Oakland
2
Baltimore
PtiLsburghe, Atlanta 0
Roston 5, Minnesota 0
4. Houston 3
t ltirago 5. Toronto 3
Cincinnati 2,(lticago I
Kansas City 6. Milwaukee 4
Philadelphia 1, Int Angeles 0
San Diego 3, New York 2.10 Immo
Mender's Games
San Francisca. Montreal 2
Kansas City 4 Blue 7.7 / al Cleveland
Menday's Games
i Brennan OIL t a p
Chicago i Ripley 12 t at Cincinnati
I thltar 141 at New York
B ShIrley 2-71. Int
Loa Angela. i Valenswela 13-7 i at San
Toronto Itott 1-51 at Bost on

i.••

375

si lotus

Detrdt
440.8••s-41.1•1

[

Mew.(lisionsn 2:4 t at Baltimore

OF AMERICA

leader margin to two
strokes.
At the 320-yard 8th,
Brown — his tee shot winding up among the pine
trees along the left side of
the fairway — saw his
punched approach shot
scoot over the green into
the trees beyond. Pitching back to within six
feet of the hole, he saved
his par by sinking the
putt.
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take top Sun honors
The Paducah Sun Open
tennis tournament turned
into a summer workout
for members and former
members of the Murray
State tennis teams

Cheri Simmons and
April Horning, both MSU
women's team members.
tattled in the finals with
Simmons winning after
Horning retired in the
Top-seeded Finn Swar- third set. Simmons lost
ting, who graduated from the first set, 4-6, but tied
MSU last spring after the match at 1-1 by winnplaying No.3 singles for ing the second set 6-3.
Simmons and Murthe Racers, defeated
former Racer Jeff rayan Starr Jones, also
Leeper, 7-5, 6-4, to win the an MSU netter, teamed to
men's open champion- beat Teresa Donaldson
ship for the second and Tonya Wells, 2-6, 6-1,
6-3, for the women's
straight year.
doubles title.
The Swede then teamed
Another Murrayan.
with fellow Racer Eric I/Charlie Warner advanced
Tisthamrner to capture to the semifinals of the
the doubles title in a 6-7, over-50 men's division
7-6, 6-1, dogfight with before losing to
keeper and his brother Paducah's Paul Rowton
Bobby.
in straIght sets,6-2.6-0.

CITY OF INDUSTRY, nors, however, was ex- cent yet, and I didn't exCalif.(API — Wimbledon tremely effective on the pect to do so well here."
champion Jimmy Con- net, frequently scoring
Connors, 29, appeared
nors, deadly at the net, when Borg could not get to take command in the
downed Bjorn Borg 5-7, 6- the ball past him.
second and third sets, but
Court temperatures Borg, 26, fought back in
2, 6-2, 6-7, 6-2 Sunday to
win the $100,000 Michelob topped 100 degrees for the fourth to send it into a
much of the match, which deciding set.
Light Cup.
The match was a sort of lasted 3 hours and 39
Connors quickly
footnote to Wimbledon, minutes and was viewed established control again,
which five-time cham- by a sellout crowd of however, breaking
pion Borg skipped around 8,000.
Borg's service in the se"He's won the last 11 cond game and building a
because he did not want
times
we've
played,"
to have to play in the
3-0 lead. He broke Borg's
qualifying matches. Con- Connors said, "so every service again in the final
nors, who had lost 15 of 23 time I beat him is a good game.
previous meetings with time.
In the fourth set, Borg
Borg, beat John McEnroe
"Of all the guys that
on July 4 to win the title weren't at Wimbledon, served three aces in the
for the second time.
he's the only one I misg- 11th game to take a 6-5
Although Borg has ed. I'm not surprised he lead, but Connors held
played in just two tour- played well because he service to tie it at 6-6.
naments this year and pratices a lot when he's Borg then built a 4-1 pad
in the tiebreaker and
has yet to win, he ap- not playing."
peared sharp in the twoBorg, who said he grew finally took it 7-5.
day exhibition event.
extremely tired, comConnors, who collected
His famed ground- mented: "You're never $50,000 for the victory,
strokes were not as con- pleased to lose. I have to had beaten Sandy Mayer
sistently accurate as in get in better shape and I 6-2, 7-5 in Saturday's
the past, but he played will in the next couple of opening competition of
very well at times. Con- months. I'm not 100 Der- the four-player event
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Brown birdie ...
Continued from page 8
the Oaks Country Club in
Murray with an even par
149. Lt. Col. Johnny
Prichard of the host club
was second with 146. Cam
Love of Hopkinsville was
next with 149.
John Colgan and Tommy Thomas of Paducah
and Caldwell County
High School football
coach Al Giordano of
Princeton — who had
eagles on the 3rd and 14th
holes Saturday — were
next with 150s.
Posting a 69 Sunday,
the best round of his life,
to go with his 75 Saturday, Jerry Jones of the
Murray club was the second flight winner with
an even par 144. Rick
Lampkin was second with
150, Mickey Boggess of
the Oaks third with 153,
Richard Knight of the
Murray club fourth with
156 and Murray State
football coach Frank
Beamer was fifth with
157.
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itional a week
12-under-par
was next
ne under par,
isgove and
re next at 145.
red and sixtyplayed in the
t.
of the first
'im Garland of

don page 9

In the third flight,
Clayton Hargrove of Murray was the winner with
150$. Johnny Gingles and
Howard Steeley, both of
Murray, were next with
156s. In fourth place was
Raymond Allender of
Cox's Creek, Ky., with
159, while Allen Cox of
Paducah and Jimmy
Ellis of Henderson were
next with 160s. Dick Orr
of Murray was next with
Don Akin of Paducah
was the fourth flight winher with 164. Tied for second at 165 were Vernon
Cohoon of Murray and
Gary Robertson of
Paducah.
Murray's Jim Berry
was the fifth flight winner
with 162. The other winners in the flight were:
Tommy Latimer, 164;
Rob Miller, 166, and Wally McMillin, 167, all of
Murray; Leon Riley, 168,
Benton; Murray Mayor
Holmes Ellis, 170; and
Scott Seiber, 172, Murray.

Clayton Hargrove was
the winner of the club's
special Don Grogan
Memorial Trophy,
awarded each year to the
member of the host club
finishing with the lowest
score in the second flight.
Grogan, an active club
member and a regular
participant in the tournament, was among the 164
persons who lost their
lives in the Beverly Hills
Supper Club fire four
years ago.
He always played in the
second flight of the tournament and the award
was established in his
memory by his regular
playing companions, one
of whom was Dick Orr,
who made the presenta
tion.
Because of space
limitations the tournament individual results
will appear in Tuesday's
sports section. Both
Saturday and Sunday
rounds will be included.

urray Couna one-overJim Rector

I low
men's
tourney

GIANT KILLER — Jimmy Connors, seen here in
_ action at Wimbledon, knocked off Bjorn Borg,5-7, 62, 6-2, 6-7, 6-2, to win $100,000 in Sunday's championship of the Michelob Light Cup.
AP Laserphoto

Arias stuns Clerc, meets Lendl in D.C.finals
WASHINGTON(AP) —
Czechoslovakia's Ivan
Lendl, seeking revenge
for his recent Davis Cup
loss to Yannick Noah,
defeated the French ten-

nis star 6-3, 6-3 Sunday
night to join 17-year-old
Jimmy Arias in the finals
of the $240,000 D.C. National Bank Tennis
Classic.

Arias stunned Argentina's Jose-LuiS Clerc,
the tournament's No.2
seed and defending
champion, 3-6, 6-2, 6-4
Sunday afternoon in his

first appearance ever in with over $1.1 million in
the semifinals of a major earnings in 1982 — the
tournament,
victory' advances him to
the finals of a tournament
For Lendl — the tour's for the 12th time in 14 apleading money winner pearances this year.
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9040/35 (1248) STATE It

OF •CONDITION

(Including Domestic Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK
Bank of Murray
CITY

-COUNTY

Murray
STATE BANK NO.

Calloway
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO.

207

.

8

STATE

ZIP CODE
420'71

Kentucky
CLOSE ,OF BUSINESS DATE

June 30, 1982

ASSETS

Mit

Thou

Cash and due from depository institutions .
222 1
6
U.S. Treasury securities .
.
37
35.7 2
Obligations of other U S. Government agencies and corporations • '
000 3
6
Obligations of States and political subdivisions in the United States
16
77 1 4
5
All other securities
nrne
t
• . •
•
•
1
250 6
Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell
a. Loans, Total (excluding unearned income)
.
•
V 4' / 7a
'14 // /
7b
b. Less: allowance for possible loan losses
7c
63 181
c. Loans, Net
.
8
ncine
8. Lease financing receivables
2 320
9
9. Bank premises furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing. bank premises
10
34
10. Real estate owned other than bank premises
11
. .
3 635
11. All other assets
12
12. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 11).............. 136 772
Ni
LIABILITIES
.
• 'N '‘.
•
14
664
13
.
13. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
102 404
14
14. Time and savings deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations)
687
15
15. Deposits of United States Government ._
5 190
16
16. Deposits of States and political subdivisions in the United States
/
naltie
17
17. All other deposits
436
18
18. Certified and officers' checks
123 381
19
19 Total Deposits (sum of items 13 thru 181
16 729
\ 1 19a
a. Total demand deposits . . .
106 652
19b
.
b. Total time and savings deposits
'ay314
20. Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase .
21. Interest-bearing demand notes (note balances) issued to the U S Treasury and
none
21
•
other liabilities for borrowed money ... ....
22
nqne
- • •
22. Mortgage indebtedness and liability for capitalized leases .
2 914 .
- 123
.
. ........ . .
..
_
•
23. All other liabilities . .. ..
24
126 [609
24. TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinateCrnotei and debentures) (sum of items 19 thru 23) .
1
25
100
25. Subordinated notes and debentures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

L

IENTO, Calif.
met Alex hgd
feel confident,
treason to feel
g into the final
of play in the
Vomen's Open

Dionship.

EQUITY CAPITAL
26. Preferred stock
27. Common Stock

ad the eighth
oles, and when
t• my drive at
'This is it. It's.
aggressive.' I
:r-confident,"
the 26-year-old
iian who rode
idence to a
id 68 and a six)ry Sunday.
made a pair of
die putts on
but in the final
• shots to the
e so accurate
west of her six
ts was an 8-

an the day in
a, two strokes
and ended it
g her first title
isional. Her 72yf 283,'54inderDel Paso Coun.!ourse, earned
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rse.
.he third-round
k seven bpeys
:ng a 76, w ich
four-waytie
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r-up spot- with
'arner. Donna
nd Sandra

Murray State netters

Connors cops $100,000
for win over Bjorn Borg

Time!
Deadline
Last callforSouth Central Bell's
new phone book.
The deadline is near for placing Yellow Pages ads and making
changes in South Central Bell's new phone book.
The Yellow Pages is the first step four out of five shoppers take. So be sure to advertise your business under headingsfor all your products and services. And tell potential customers
all about your business. The brands you carry,charge cards you
accept,special services you offer, your business hours. And
include a location map to help customers find yoti.•
This is last call for White Pages listings too. Nomis the
time to Order that bold-type business listing. And to get addilional listings fot everyone in your household.
Don't be left out of the business builder—South Central
Hell's Yellow Pages! Call today.
•

28.
29.
30.
31.

a. No shares outstanding
a. No, shares authorized
b. No, shares outstanding
.5
Surplus
Undivided profits and reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
.
TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 26 thru 29)
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 24. 25 and 30) .

COPY AVAILABLE

.

none

00,0
3 1583
10 063
136 772
...s.,.,
.s.k....
...:*".

MEMORANDA
,
A . Amounts outstanding as of report date
total
of
credit.
letters
a. Standby
6 108
b. Time certificates of deposit in denominations of 8100,000 or more
325
.. . .
c. Other time deposits in amounts of $100,000 or more
2. Average for 30 calendar days (or calendar month) ending with report date
122 669
a. Total deposits (corresponds to item 19 above)
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and attested by not less than three directors other than the officer(s) signing the report
s) do hereby declare that this Report of Condition (including the supporting schedules) is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
I/ e t etnecte:signed off
DATE SIGNED
AREA CODE TELEPHONE NO.
)GNATURE
FF ER(S) AU-NORI,ZED TO SIGN REPORT
July' 23, .I982
I
502-753-1893
1 C
the
correctness of this Report of
attest
grectors
undersigned
We, the
NAM AND MU OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
Condition (including the supporting schedules) and declare that it has
been examined by us and to the best of our knowledge and belief has been
Joe Dick, President
instructions and is_true and Correct.
prepared in conformance with
N TURE •F DIRECTOR
e.„
SIGNATURE OF DIRECT?, .
SIGNATURE OF DIRECTOR
. .
(
7
.
_ /---'
,,
00 _.......
.c
eiff,t(
A......
• NON
,co,. v o
.CalImlay.
.. .
..„
, IN '
State of
Kentucky
..
.z ,
. /9 82 .
Sworn to and shhierihed !'fore me this . ...... 2fr4
(MAKE MARK FOR
NOTARY'S SEAL)
and 1 hereby certify that! am 'nor on officer or direesos_4_1211.4an
'u'
19
84 '
5'(miry Psobh,•

••••

South Central Bell

(par value)
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148,000
' 14 8,000 (par value)
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Eyeglasses invented about 1287 A.D.; care tips given
S I' LOLiz. AP Although eyeglasses to
aid vision were invented
in Europe about 1:27
A.D., it wasn't until the
early 1700s that frames
with temple pieces
similar to today's
eyeglasses came into use,
according to research by
the American Optometric
As.cociatrion 1.40A 1.
The earliest visual aids
were merely round lenses
framed in bone, horn,
brass or silver and were
either held by hand or
carefully balanced on the
nose. But by the 1500s
nearsighted people were
using leather ...straps to
keep double lenses on
their heads, or
sometimes metal spikes
to attach them to hats.
In the 1600s light steel
frames were popular, as
were the lorgnette and
the monocle. It was only
about 1730 that frames
with earpieces started being worn. Designed to be
sturdy, they were made
of gold, silver, brass and
steel. In Spain and China,

tortoise shell glasses
were considered quite
fashionable and were
thought to bring good
luck to the wearer.
Today, consumers can
choose from hundreds of
eyeglass frames in a wide
variety of shapes, sizes
and styles. Generally,
well-made frames are
available at reasonable
cost and frame selection
is an area in which consumers can cut the cost of
eyeglasses substantially,
says the AOA, which has
headquarters in St. Louis.
Good quality frames
are available in most
price ranges but consumers need to know how
to judge quality to find
them, advises the AOA,
which offers these
guidelines:
-The frame should be
well made, the right size,
fit comfortably on the
nose and ears, and compatible with your facial
structure.
-Check the frames for
durability.
-Try on the frames to

see if they suit your lace
With plastic frames,
gently pull the temples
apart to see if they flex
and then return to the
original position.
-If you are athletically
inclinded, ask about the
frames' ability to sustain
frontal impact during
sports.
-With metal frames,
make sure the temple
pieces are smooth and
that there is no extra
metal at the bridge,
nosepiece or temple.
- If a metal frame has
a plastic inserted bridge,
be sure it is securely locked in place.
-Look for hinges made
of high-grade steel, joined with screws or rivets:
-Ask if you lenses will
fit into the frames
selected. Thicker
prescription • lenses can
fall out of frames not
made to hold them.
Eyeglass frames can
highlight good facial
features and help play
down . less attractive
features. Generally, thin

frames look best gray. ruse. plum, transluon faces with smaller, cent and, that old standdelicate features, while by, tortoise shell
thicker, larger frames
While the choice of
can enhance a broader frame color depends
largely on personal
face
preference, a good rule to
Aluminum, plastic and keep in mind
when selecwire frames are currentting frame colors is that
ly popular among dark-haired and darkeyeglass wearers. skinned people
often look
Favorite frame colors for well in
gold, silver, dark
1982 are earth tones. brown,
black and bright
or wire

Man's body found Friday
LONDON, Ky. 1API An investigation continues by authorities into
the death of a man officers believe is a
Georgia horseman who
had been missing since
July 5.
Although positive identification has not been
made, police believe the
body of a man found over
the weekend was that of
Albert T. Todd, 52, of
Williamson, Ga.
Todd disappeared after
he and his wife, Joyce,
went to Lexington early
this month for a series of
horse shows and sales,
authorities said. Todd
managed a Saddlebred
breeding and training

tarns near Griffith, Ga.

colors,

fair-haired, light.
skinned people's looks
may be enhanced with
pastels, amber, gray,
rislver or light tortoise
shell frames.
What are the shapes of
frames to come? According to the American
Optometric Association,
the new look in
eyeglasses for the '80s
may take a turn from the
large, round plastic
frames of the past couple
of years, to smaller, more
oval frames. Due to the
state of the economy,
eyeglass wearers may be
less interested in styling
novelties and more concerned with durability
and "all purpose"
frames. It is also anticipated that the boom in
contact lenses will continue.
Of course, whatever
eyeglass frame, shape,

color and style you
choose, be sure the
prescription of your
lenses is correct or you
will have wasted a lot of
Lime and money, warns
the AOA, which recommends a complete professional eye examination
annually for all family
members.
A thorough optometric
examination takes from
30 to 60 minutes and includes a variety of tests
including a check of the
interior and exterior of
the eye; a check for nearsightedness. farsightedness or
astigmatism, tests for
eye muscle function and
coordination; the ability
to change focus easily
from near to far; tests for
depth perception and color vision and, if the patient is over 35 years old,
a glaucoma test.

The body was
discovered at about 8
p.m. Friday in western
Clay County near Manchester.
Police said their investigation has resulted
in the arrest of Carl Lyndon Hinkle, 26, of London,
Ky. on charges of knowingly receiving stolen
property.
The charge is in connection with the theft of
Todd's 1979 Cadillac,
BOBBY WOLFF
police said.,The car was
found July 14, burned and
stripped, in a remote
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WANT ADS
. Legal Notice
Legal Notice
final settlement of accounts
has been filed in
the Calloway
District Court by
Clara Lindsey
Mathis. Executrix.
of the estate of
John Finis Lindsey, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be
filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
August 4, 1982, the
date of hearing.
-Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court
Clerk

2. Notice

A

Shirley Flo

8 Garde
Center
$02 Hart

fourth Stre
Murray Keni
42071
Phone

Have 5 minute!
759 4444 for
spirational mes5

your
brighten
Children's tope

Legal Notice
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in
the Calloway
District Court by
Kenneth K
Slaughter, Administrator of the
estate of Verda
McCoy, Deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must
be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
August 4, 1982, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson.
Circuit Court
Clerk

4445.
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What kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
stars say. read the forecast You're in an expansive M & G Complete
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Will do babySi
my home
H.
ferences. 489 278;
Will do house
Have referenci
527 8831 or 753 3

ARC#tifk,
THERE

LI'ANDRA'9
ALIVE :7.#
71-IAT MEANS..

HE'S GRANDw
7.26

EON OF THE
PRINCE.'

Ser
Would yvu like
tically no limit
desired? If so,
with us sorting
payments by
formation, a
assures a prom
Mail Marketim
Florida 32678

412,k-Ci

\

Is 8.49onm-m4v
CAREFUL.
HE'5
,
SLIPPERY.,

I'LL TAKE Ti-E

'ICH! BET!

Jobs Overse
money fast. $21
350,000 plus pe
Call 1 716 842 601
1705.
Mature ma
uerienced in
ndustrial or
'ivy parts sales.
sales experience
Send complete
PO --Se sr
Murray, Ky. 42071
Need a depe
babysieter. Refi
Send replies to
1193 Murray, Ky.,
RN or LPN r
available full 1
part time, for tfR
7-11 shifts
E,
salary and b
available. Ap
person or call C
4th and In
Mayfield, Ky., 247
Responsible pe i
in
h
boab
m
e
Y Si
fotr 2i
Must have owr
portation. Call 759
Secretary rece
wanted part
Duties: payroll,
record keepin
Mail resume to
1040F Murrai
42071.
Teacher need.
sitter for 4 y(
Must have owr
portatig,13. Ref.
required. Call 753
Mali
Wanted
sponsible adult ti
month Otd baby
home. Must h.
ferences. Write
1040D Murra
42071.

selling

Vi

410
11111111.
1....

I

Heublein
East Kempei
Sharonville,
45265. P
513-782-521

2. Notice

Rhonda's Twirling
School. Coll 7591871 after 5 P.M.

753

iwommin

E65

AIONIV
wignipal

4144'.

'
1k
•

Raphael '
A cc rel
Detailed, r
Reports twen

praisol ex aerie
international
research carp
praise' educati
in your next ir
mg process!
DOU•
.418"
Teleph,

6

•

...06•4111•40.41.•••

BEST

COPY AVAIL

I191.•. %mad..lxilx 24. 14112 ,

1'44 111141. 44 H4.41 .

IT ADS
Ce

E.11 11.11
k

Notice
al settleaccounts
n filed in
illoway
Court by
Lindsey
F:xecutrix,
estate of
ills Lindtased. Exto this setmust be
in the
• District
or before
, 1982. the
taring.
P. Wilson
cult Court
Clerk

2. Notice

Shirley florist
& Garden
Center

Notice

or of the

if Verda
)eceased.
is to this
nt must
in the
District
or before
1982, the
aring.
?. Wilson.
Court
Clerk

lport am nc
onsible for
Ser than my
.wport

write: Larry
Heublein 2101
East Kemper Rd.
Sharonville, Ohio
45265. Phone
513-782-5209.

mamip

rice

variance, liar
in Sales Dept.
Pr showroom
I to 100 PM
Tuesday,
Fridays.

6. Help Wanted

ILDSM01111,
CADILLAC
IL Maim
5315

Twirling
:all 759
Sr 5 P.M.

ALE
WARE
I PreSale

iaints in

!O to 50
-

t

dis-

t

off
selling

Iplete Glass
implete hoe
(iglass, and
install auto
eplace side
cars and
e install
'ore fronts,
, and in
s. We fix
iws, storm
creens. We
able tops,
d window
ilso repair
patio door
I Glass CO.
✓ Rd 753
3.

con

Three grain bins, 1
portable batch dryer, 2
transport augers, fans,
motors, augers, etc.
Contact Calloway
.County ASCS• Office
phone 753 181.
Three point hitch 40ft.
broom spray with 300
gallon tank nearly new
Call 753 5602 or 435 4472

1981 office and
storage trailer
new, with air conditioner. S3000.
Can be seen at
Garrison Motor
Sales, Duiguid Dr.
off Hwy. 641
North.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished air con
ditiond 1 bedroom
apartment. Large.
quiet, private. Heat,
water furnished. Near
hospital. Graduate stu
dent, married couple
preferred No children,
pets. 753 1299.
Furnished apartments,
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed
room. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753 6609.
Male needs place to
share until University
starts Aug. 19. Call
753 7149.
Neatly furnished 1 bed
room , apartment. In
quire 100 S. 13th St.
Doe and 2 bedroom
3partments near down
own Murray. 753-4109,
162 6650 or 436 2844.
Dne bedroom efficiency
carpeted, private bath
595, monthly, plus de
posit. Across from col
lege. 753 4793 after
4p.M.
One bedroom Apart
ment, Hamlet North,
range, re
carpet
frigerator, disposal.
Lease required. No
pets. Call 753 7550 or
753 7559
•
Three room furnished
apartment, water fur
nished. $130 per month
rent 5100. deposit.
Modest electric bill
Call /538835 day, 753
9829 night.
Three room apartment
furnished including all
utilities. 1801 W. Main
753 3984.
Three room furnished
apartment $125. per
month. Single female
preferred. If • interested
call 753 5870.
Two bedroom apart
ment non furnished.
across from college
a month plus
$185
deposit. 753 4793 after
ap.m.

ATTENTION
Serious Job Seekers!

and
.
natural!,
ch andik

Would ysu like to set your own hours with proc•
tically no limit on earnings and have vacations on
desired? If so, then why not conveniently work
with us sorting/bundling mail. Receive work and
payments by mail. Start immediately! For information, a self-addressed, stamped envelope
assures a prompt reply.

sepia.

TUDIO

30. Business Rentals

19. Farm Equipment

Jobs Overseas Big
money fast. $20,000 to 22. Musical
550,000 plus per year
Call 1 716 842 6000. Ext
INFLATION
1705.
PRICES
Mature man ex
perienced in truck.
On Pioneer, Sony,
industrial or automo
Sanyo, Majestic,
live parts sales Outside
Morautz car stereos.
sales experience a plus
Send complete resume
World of Sound
lOto C
(osiers s•rvico, 22 years in
Murray, Ky. 42071
business.
Need a dependable
753-5865
babysietee. -References
Send replies to PO Box
CAR STEREO Pioneer,
1193 Murray, Ky. 42071.
RN or LPN positions Kenwood, Marantz,
available full time or Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Pro
part time, for the 3 11 or fessional installation.
7 11 shifts
Excellent Sunset Boulevard Music
salary and benefits Dixieland Center
available. Apply in Chestnut St 753 0113.
person Or call Care inn ,
23. Exterminating
4th and Indiana
Mayfield, Ky., 247-0200.
Responsible person to
babysit in teachers
home for 2 year old girl
Must have own trans
portation. Call 759 4777.
Secretary receptionist
wanted part time
Kelley's Termite
Duties, payroll, tyPing.
record keeping, etc
& Pest Control
Mail resume to PO Box
Plume 753-3914
1040F Murray, Ky
42071.
Teacher needs baby 24. Miscellaneous
sitter for 4 year old
Flashing
Must have own trans 4ft. x 811
portatiOn. References arrow sign Must sell.
2721.
Sacrifice.
502
529
required •Call 753 9571
8,300 220 Airconditioner,
Wanted
Mature, re
florescent lights,
sponsible adult to keep 5 48in
month Old baby, in our recess ceiling lights.
753
0315
home. Must have re
ferences Write PO Box Firewood cut to order.
10400 Murray, Ky7 823. per rick. Call
42071,
436 2292.
For sale AA Kirby and
9. Situation Wanted
Electrolux vacuum
Man seeking a job cleaners, with at
driving tractor, trailer tachments. Good as
experienced 759 9587.
new Call Paris 901-642
Will de babysitting in 7473
my home
Have re- Helium Balloons on a
ferences. 489 2787.
string for sale. 9 and
Will do house cleaning_ 1 lin. sizes
Assorted
Have references. Call colors for birthdays.
527 8831 or 753 3498 after anniversaries, and all
4p.m.
occassions 753 0817

•

estora

C

32. Apts. For Rent

•

'53•8291

Moil Marketing Services, P.O. Box 2590, Ocala,
Florida 32678

ial

•

Now teasiog

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

teminton,
gagnum.
17

May I Be of
SERVICE TO YOU?
Raphael 'Del' Douglas, ASA, ARA, CRA
Real Estate Appraiser
Accredited-Certified Designated
Detailed, documented, narrative Appraisal
Reports- twenty one years of professional appraisal experience, twelve years with o national.
international
management, appraisal
and
research corporation Consider my formal appraisal education, training and expertise as an aid
in your next important real estate decision making process!

sors.. 44

8 inch
Power
ndepen
Ho.

r,

Vestern

PLAZA
Ml to
lILY
lpm

DOUGLAS APPRAISAL SERVICE
418H West Main Murray, Ky.

1 2 1 3 bedroom Sorts trio
5165 00 per loo Nakao
Fed salt Newly cosIrsted
tettral heal ail sir
hitches op
tarpeled
pastes Office Nous Moo
In Ill 12M 1111/1
Northwood II
Murry y
502 1514314
[nal Nowt OwOrtiorty

AmmIllfm191
.
11919momil.
W. have aparements,
houses, and trailers
Call Coleman Real Es
tate arid Property
Management Call 753

Telephone 753-6036 or 436-2173

113
OWKWWW1011k

43 Real Estate

MINIATLRE GOLF Presto pressure cooker Two
bedroom Town
COURSES Del in 3 Canner holds lots
Call Houses available at I Plosions A Mermen
days, outdoors or in 753 2528
Hamlet North Apart
1sssssace 4
doors Price $3,900 up
ments carpeted. can
Real Estate
Financing available Priodesnapions saddle
with fittings SOO., new tral air and heat, range
LOMMA EN
Seethside Court Sq
dispose I. dish was
TERPR ISES. Box English bridal $50 . and
Morrey, Kentucky
equipment
753 refrigerator, washer
955 S. Scranton, PA misc
and dryer hookup
6144 after 6p m
753-445 1
18503 (717) 346 5559

Call
Sawdust
Will deliver Lease required
753 7550 or 753 7559
502 North
13. For Sale or Trade
Shoemaker Lumber Co
Fourth Street
Hwy 22 North McKenzie, Two young women want
PROPERTY at 3rd and Tenn
901 352 5777. after ro share a nice house
Murray, Kentucky
Sycamore With 6 bay Sp
with another woman
m 901 352 3632
42071
oncrete block building,
Victoria 200 tomato Near MSU and down
all
with
utilities
and
town ‘1 bath private
Phone 7531251
I uicer 825 99, grape
paved parking lot
entrance
Available
Property can be used spiral S6.99, berry August I Call Rebekah
Wallen
14 ffilEMINIIMMIalliirtor any type business screen 58 99
after Sp.m 753 6577
Hdw
Paris,
Tenn
Will take car or pickup
on trade
Owner will
Have S minutes? Call
34. Houses for Rent
finance
Paducah 554
27. Mobile Home Sales
759.4444 for an in5543
1301 Peggy Ann 3 bed
spirational message to
Redworm raising .busi 1976 2 bedroom, 2 bath, room house for rent.
brighten your day.
Call 435 4778
ness for sale. Good on
acre lot with
potential 436 2102
Children's tape 759outside storage Central A 3 bedroom brick
heat and air with wood house near Coldwater
4445.
14. Want to Buy
tor rent Cali 489'2541
stove 753 2534, 753 0726
For rent like new 2
Wanted
good used
bedroom home
Gar
Cali 28. Mobile Home Rentals
refrigerator
George, 753 7422 or A „2 or 3 bedroom new age, central air, fenced
For Sale
month
yard
$300
a
492 8565
furniture and carpet,
Catalog
Want to buy used 200 air conditioned_ $85. to *Call 502 695 1871.
breaker box, also $150. per month. Shady Four room house un
amp
Sales Agent
furnished close to town
breakers Call 437 4678
Oaks 753 5209.
Near Murray real nice 2 Cali 753 1246. „
15. Articles for Sale
bedroom, furnished Houses near Universit)
Helene Curtis pro completely with washer $108 per month, $100
Call 753-6114
deposit
fessional hair dryer. and dryer Call 759 1305.
after 6p.m.
Nationally Call 753 2935.
Nice 2 bedroom - trailer
Three
bedroom house
known firm Lowry pinet maple for rent near Murray.
near Ky
Lake. Corn
piano appearance like No-pets. 489 2611
Muray, Ky. Loca- new.
Call for appoint Trailer for rent_ 2 pletely furnished
washer
dryer
included_
tion moderate in- ment after 4.00p.m. on bedroom. 753 9240.
1 00 P.m. Trailers for rent. See 753 8964 after Sp.m.
vestment re- Friday,
Saturday and Monday. Brandon Dill at Dill s Deposit required.
Two brick houses in
quired. Low 753 4417 or 753 2802.
Trailer Court.
1 house in
17,000. take over Topper tor 1980 El Two bedroom furnished town,
country.
Married
Camino deluxe good mobile home for rent
couple. Option'buy 753'
existing store shape. S175. B & B Call 435 4278.
3942.
lease. Call or Brokers. Inc. 753,4389.

il settleaccounts
filed in
lloway
Court by
tth K.
er, Ad-

ry

It. Business Opportunity 24. Miscellaneous

31
1‘1 X
E 3E

9898

37. Livestock -Supplies
Hickory Lane Stables
Boarding stalls and
riding lessons availa
Ole. 759 4588, 753 7637.
Horses boarded. Pas
ture 120. 'Stalls $30
Limited space. 753 3010.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Lhasa Apso pups
Cocker pups black and
tan, buff, and
Weimaraner. 648 5225
644 1453

For
Sale
3 goats
753-1265
AKC Registered Collie
Puppies. 901 642 8765.
AKC Registered
Doberman puppies
championship
bloodline. 759 4588, 751
7637.
AKC Registered Cocker
Spaniel 8 weeks old.
Shot and wormed. Bluff
and blond. Call after
6p.m., 753 2915.
AKC Registered
Doberman Pinscher
pups 8 weeks old Darn
and Sire on premises.
Excellent stock and
conformation $150. firm
(would consider trade
for horses). -Phone
436 2336 after 6p.m.
AKC male Cocker
Spaniel 8 months old.
Had shots. Call 753-3015.
Black or silver toy
poodle puppies 550. 5
year old Registered
female poodle $75. Call
474 8050 after 30 m.

10. Produce
Large yellow sweet
corn. Call 753-4725
Floyd Mc„Kenzie.
Purple hull peas, lima
beans
You pick we
pick 753 8848
Silver Queen sweet corn
S.75 per dozen, you pick.
1 mile east of Hazel
Hwy 893. Call 492-8153.
Sweet corn for sale.
753 3173

41, Public Sale

FOR SALE uk
7 bedroom
TRADE
home in town for a 3
oedroom in town or
Let us show
country
you this adorable star
ter home or retirement
home This home is in a
quiet neighborhood, on
a large lot and has extra
With
outside storage
Out trade Owner will
Priced in the
finance
70's Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753 7724

1 Strout
Realty

0

Coast to Coast
Boyers fro. Everywhere
Reliable Service lime 1900
1912 Coldwater Rood
Memory, Bootlick, 42071
15021 7538116
Any
10E 1 010114011
Broker
Licensed& loaded

Office

This 17 acre tract is a
bargain, with a mobile
home hook up, city
water and septic tank.
All for $12,000. Call on
this one today. K OP
PERUD REALTY
753 1222

Reduced-oldel hdme on
Highway 732 approximately 14 miles from
Murray near Ky. Lake.
Sets on approximately 3
acres with lots of outbuildings. Has 'burley
tobacco allotment and
some nice fruit trees
Come and see! Call us
at 753-4000 or 489
2266. Price $12,500.

gra
INC
Realtors
Village Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
a.
Unusual combination of
attractive residence
plus adjoining com
mercial building suitable for many types of
retail businesses.
Located two miles east
of Murray on main
highway to Kentucky
Lake. KOPPERUD
REALTY , 753-1222.

47 Motorcycles

19 Used Cars

1973 Honda 350 Custom
paint and fairing Call
759 4622
'Y78 Yamaha Enduro
25 E xcellent comp,
ton
Less than 1'
miles used on road cp
Call 753 8811 after 5p m
179 Honda X R 500 dirt
Like Perfect condition!
435 4557
1979 MX 100 Excellent
Condition Call 753 8147
1979 Yamaha YZ 400
dirt bike
Helmet,
shoulder pad, and kid
ney belt, gloves, boots
included $650 Call Bill
.1 759 1425
1981 Yamaha 650
Special Like new only
700 miles
$1800
759 9995
Ask for Mr
Stewart
1981 Yamaha 3
Wheeler 6 months old,
with wheelie wheel
$800 753 3648
Honda XL 75 very
clean, excellent condi
lion. 1 year old. $300
Call 753 7219

1976
Buick
Mint condition.
low mileage. 4
door. silver
with red top
and red velour
interior.

/53-1113.

48. Auto Services

3IED

53. Services Offered

53. Serv ts Otierec

, R CONDITiONEP
'2 appliances 5, r
. c e ci
Freezer
washers, dryers. a!
refrigerators
brands 759 1322

APPLIANC SERVICE Kenmor,

West inglIci..us•
Whirlpool
20 year!, -,..ensed electrician for
experience
Parts and residential
and corn
service
Bobby HOPPer mercial
Heating and
Bob's Appliance Ser aircondition
gas in
vice 202 S , 5th St Stallat , on and repair
7 5 3
4 8 7 1
753 8886( home/
Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
FLOOR SANDING
Tappen Call 753 5341 or
AND FINISHING
354 6956 Earl Lovett
20 years experience.
Build and Repair
Stained floors our
tobacco barns
Free
speciality.
estimate Call 435 4347
CARPET CLEANING
BODEAU

Free Estimates
" isfied references
- pre Steam or Quick
✓ Y Cleaning
oholstery Cleaning
s Carpet Cleaning
5.827
mpbell's Tree Ser
vice. Topping, trim

ming, removing

Full

1968 CAMERO new
insuranre
Call 1 527
re built motor, new
0918
brakes, new clutch. Call
/53-_0009.
Will clean carpets,
1970 Oldsmobile' Cutlass
windows also clean
2 door. 8 track tape
and wax hard wood
player, engine good,
Satisfaction
floors
body rough
Dependa
ble transportation. AS
guaranteed
king $350. See at 807 N
753-3317
20th after 5p.m.
6
Chimney Sweep ii
Service. Do it no.,
50 Used Trucks
before .. you need you"
1978 Chevy Luv. Extra chimney. Later we w
sharp. 759 1330
have a working list C
1979 Dodge Power wa 435 4348 or 762 4792.
gon 4 wheel drive, air. Concrete, block, briex
automatic, camper top, basements, foun
49. Used Cars
low mileage. 436 5414.
Cations. drive -ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
51. Campers
chimneys_ Free es
For Sale
1973 Shasta camper timates. Call 753 5476
1978 Oldsmobile 12ft. $1200. or best offer FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb,
98, Regency two must sell 759 9673
24ft. Frolic. campes. ing, Painting, and Well
door Deisel. 1979 $2150
After 4p m.. 7$3 Pump Needs. Licensed.
Call 753 00920r 753 9673.
Oldsmobile Tor- 8623
GENERAL HOME
nanado. 753 - 52. Boats-Motors '
REPAIR. 15 years ex
3488
1711
Fiberglas cabin perience. Carpentry,
cruiser 50hp Johnson concrete, plumbing,
1975 Ford Maverick 6 and trailer $1500. 10ft. roofing, sliding. NO
cylinder. Automatic, air Boston Whaler fiberglas JOB TO SMALL. Free
and power, good condi
center board sail boat estimates. Days 474
lion. 489 2595.
and trailer $550. 17ft. 2359, nights 474 2276
1980 Dodge low mileage Fiberglas tri•hull open
great condition. S4500. launch 75hp Johnson
or best offer. Call and trailer 51200. Call
Roofing All Types, 15
753 04050r 759 1871. •
436 2506.
years experience, all
1982 .Chevy Citation. 1980 Sea • Sake 15ft.
work guaranteed. Don
1100 miles, loaded. tn
hull Calypso
Wilkerson, 489-2580
$8500. Call 753-9043 runabout with 1979
or 345-2602.
days, after 8p.m. 762- Mariner 80hp motor and
4318.
Starr trailer. Plus ac
1982 Mazda 626 luxury. 1 cessories for boat. Ex
owner bought new in cellent condition. Call K & ICSTIJMP R L.VC,
Murray. 753 1331 or 759 1030 after 4p.m.
VAL
Do you need
after 5p.m., 753'1207.
Runabout boat with stumps removed from
trailer and Johnson your yard or land
Surplus Jeeps Cars
Boats
Many sell for motor. $700. Call 753- cleared of stumps? We
under $50. For in- 6021.
can remove _stumps up
to 24 inches below the
formation call 312•937
53. Services Offered
1961 Ext 1774,
ground, leaving only
sawdust
and chips. Call
your
Need work on
trees? Topping, prun for' free estimates. Bob
Kemp
435
4343 or Bob
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call Kemp Jr 435-4319.
BOVER'S TREE Lake Refrigeration. Air
SERVICE for Pro• conditioners, small ari
ptianr,s re:D.1,er?
tree care
fessional
1977 Pacer 6
88,,
753 8536
Automotive trans
missions $65. exchange.
radiators Sb0. ex
change. starters and
alternators $20 ex
change. Deposit re
quired without an ex
change New and used
parts. 474 2325.
Import Auto Salvage
New and used auto
parts. Open 8 5
Mon. Sat. Call 474 2325
Duane's Place Used
Volkswagon parts, tune
up. break jobs, rebuilt
motors. 435 4272.

For
Sole

Walk right in, you
won't want to walk
out of this charming home, but you
can walk to
restaurants, tennis
courts, grocery
and bank. Suited
for the Large family with 4 bedrooms
and 21 z baths.
Beautiful lot. Priced at $60,000. KOPPERRUD - 7531222.

cylinder Delux.
Loaded, low
milage, mint condition. 26 MPG,
753-7113.

1965 Fiat modeT 1300
1948 Citroen good con
dition, completely re
stored Call 436•5560.

FLOOR CO
354 6127

MITCHELL
BLACK TOPPING
:ommercial, Indust
fiat Residerrtia.t, also
Patching and Seal
Coating Phone 753,1537

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need a second opinion? Build-up or
Residential. Local
referances. Call Hugh
Outland, 759-1718 or
75 3-80 76.

R

Dowd,

Repair

Shop now open for
susiness on Cherry
:orner Road RTM•75
Murray, for complete
service ..on auto's and
'small trucks, Fawn
mowers, tillers, chain
saws Your patronage is
deeply appreciated
Call 436 2979. Refrigeration and Air
Condition Service and
Repair. Centrat air. Air
conditioners cleaned. Gas
up on air conditioners $23
436 5536. •
Roy's Carpenter Shop
ustom wood working
iabinet tops kitchen
. abinets remodeling
idditions-insurance
repairs 753'5883
Will do yard work am'
hedge trimming. cut
;Ind remove dead
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
753 3534.
young man will scrape
and paint, indoors and
outdoors
Reasonable
rates Phone 753 9202

J.C. & C.
Sheeting
Do you have a tobacco
or dairy barn in need
of repair? Now would
be the time to give us
a call.
We put on or repair
galvanized ond
aluminum roofs and
siding.

Cone Service Co
alums all riotl 111141,
coslos trio stork.
Itetereaces Call Will Ed
Bailey. 153-0619

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3-0329
(Home)

Pointing
e-r re-r-Interior 32 years ex•
perience., J. C Russell
753-0315.

DialigAinSerrice

44. Lots for Sale

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

KENTUCKY LAKE
LOTS Lot 22 and 23 in
Green valley. Restricted area. 759 9457.

Taxi Cab Service

16. Homesfor Sale

1 2 story 3 bedroom, 2
bath. 3 miles frOm tow,Monday
,s from east schop
1403 Glendale Rd. Large lot, wood storage
shed. $31.500 753 8848.
Tasteful is the word for
Come and make an
this totally remodeled
offer on any item or
home located in a
desirable older section
the lot. Rocker, twin
of town Plush carpet
bed, hand painted picing, new kitchen
tures, chairs, cabinets and gas heat
are just a few of the
candlesticks, kitchen
special features you
appliances, ect.
should see today. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222
43. Real Estate
Three or 4 bedroom
A REAL MONEY home located on quite
Each side dead end street in nice
MAKER
nes two bedrooms. I neighborhood Newly
decorated Must see to
bath, eat -in kitchen
Immediate
Here's a chance to have appreciate
$39.500. Call
Possession
a home with income and
build equity for the 753 0953
future. Phone for de
Two bedroom house
tails and appointment
Cherry Corner 70054. ft.
753 1492, Century 21, 2.7 acres 58000 Well. no
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
aump. 474 8831
BEST BUY ON THE
WORTH A SECOND
A'
-00K If yOu have-not
Now is the time of the seen a home yet that
year to take off, in your worth your time and
boat docked behind your
money then if is time
house or to enioy the you saw this 4 bedroom
peace and beauty of 2 bath home, a family
Kentucky Lake. We room the kids can live
have 2 lovely homes in, A living room you
with owner I inanCing will really live in We're
priced in 550's Let us sure you will like What
Show you how you caw yeu
FIK a Praha
have that lake home tour call 753 1497, Can
you've always wanted tury 21, Loretta Jobs
and now you can afford Realtors Owner says
Call Spann Realty As he will not refuse any
soc 7531714
reasonable offer

A umiaum on
my
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops pointing
Jack Glover
753 1172

911

Murray
CHIMNEY
SWEEPING
SERVICE
Clean it now.
Later

you

may

hove to wait. 4354348 or
4792.

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753.5351/753-5352

761-

RANDY
THORNTON

HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC

Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
153-3151

Poison
Control

carrion doMor Bar solos
eel /Of Vif in Marra, mod
collooray County . 101
We

Llermer

753-8181

753,-7588

Aluminum
Service
Co.

<CZ
Qualtty Seryici•

Company

Alummuni and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim

Heating and Air Con
ditionina Soles Soles

References
work
Cell Will Ed Bailey

and

75.1 0689

Departments

Service Modern
Sheet Metal it Service

753-9290

uor
CHSTOIAKTTCIMEN
CABINETS & CUSTOM
WOODWORMS
•CIMINO Seat egliWribll
•(ISMS Beal Stream
(AMPS

753-5940
1212 MAIN

KEY
AUTO PARTS
121 Soutb
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Ports, Batteries
Tires, Wheel Corers
Auto Accessories.
Hwy.

753-5500
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OBITUARIES

Alfred Wells
dies; funeral
on Tuesday

Ital, 26 1982

1 Toll plaza workers recall episodes

Rev. Mayer
dies; rites
Wednesday

LEXINGTON. Ky.
AP - You might call it
life in the slow lane.
For the 50 or so
operators of the toll
booths along the Blue
Grass Parkway, a day's
work would seem to be
the very definition of
.'routine." But there are
surprises.
Like the tune a woman
passed through the toll
gate wearing only the
smile on her face Or the
time an older couple
drove up to a booth complaining about the toll.
The man became even

The Rev. Lloyd M.
Alfred W
Rt
Mayer, 81, Rt. 3, died
8, died Sunday at 5:10 Sunday morning
at the
a.m. at Murray-Calloway Murray-Callowa
y County
County Hospital. He was Hospital
. He was a
a brick mason.
retired Baptist minister
Born June 20. 1905, in having served
churches
Calloway County, he was in Tennesse
e and Kenthe son of the late tucky
• Wilburn Wells and Sudie
Born Nov 30, 1900, in
Cunninghani Wells.
Callowss County, he was
Mr. Wells is sin vived the son of
the late Jacob
by his wife. Mrs. Ilene Violet Mayer
and Harriet
Love Wells. to whom he Elizabeth
Davis Mayer 1IhEtICES GOOD
was married on Nov. 28, He was a
member of Elm
1934: one daughter. Mrs. Grove Baptist
Church.
Vernon Norma Kaye r
Survivors include his
Mitchell, Sr.. St. Louis. wife. Mrs.
Jeuel Owen
Mo.: one son. Billy T. Mayer,
Rt. 3: one son.
Wells, Rt. 8.
Boyce H. Mayer,
Also surviving are six Houston.
Texas, one
grandchildren, James A. sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth
Wells. Michael Wells, Hendrick
, Mayfield; one
Alfred B. Wells. Corey brother,
Ed Mayer, MurWells, Vernon C. Mit- ray.
chell, Jr.. and Victoria t1=-- Also
surviving are two
ene Mitchell: one great- grandchil
dren and one
grandson, Jarred Wells.
great-grandchild.
The funeral will be
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the Wednesda
y at 10 a.m, in
chapel of Blalock - the
chapel of J.H. ChurColeman Funeral Home. chill
Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in MurJerry Bolls will direct the
ray City Cemetery.
singers from Seventh and
Friends may call at the
Poplar Church of Christ.
funeral home after 1 p.m.
Pallbearers will be Tuesday.
Ruford Perry, Lloyd Arnold, Leon Miller, Moses
Murrell, Jewel Guthrie
and George Kinley.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Final rites for Mrs
funeral home after 7 p.m. Mary
Reynolds were
tonight Monday).
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of .Dunn's Mortuary; Eddyville. .the
Rey. Don Short officiated.
Burial was in
Macedonia Cemetery.
Mrs. Reynolds, 80. Rt.
The funeral for Mrs. 1, Kuttawa, died
Tuesday
Ermon Mary Watkins at the Westview
Nursing
was Sunday at 3 p.m. in Home, Murray.
Her husthe chapel of Collier band, Clyde
Reynolds,
Funeral Home. Benton. and a daughter,
Mrs. EmThe Rev. Eulas Greer ma Oleta Doom,
precedand the Rev.'Bob Dotson ed her in death.
officiated.
The deceased was a
Burial was in Olive Member of Macedoni
a
Cemetery.
Baptist Church.
Mrs. Watkins, 79, Rt. 1,
She is survived by two
Hardin. died Friday at 7 daughters. Mrs.
Wells
a.m. at Marshall County Overbey. Murray,
and
Hospital, Benton.
Mrs. Gordon Herring,
Survivors include two Lake Station. Ind.;
five
daughters, Mrs. Sue granchildren; one
greatLovett. Benton. and Mrs. grandchild.
Frances Norwood. HarAlso surviving are two tob
din: one son, Glenn sisters. Mrs. Frank
Arm- IL'
Watkins. Benton; three strong, Kuttawa
, and E
stepsons. Delcie Watkins, Mrs. Leslie Cothran,
Camden, Mich., Freeman Smithland: two brothers,
ci
Watkins, Inkster, Mich., Bill Hayden
and Charles Co
and Eulas Watkins. Dear- Louis Hayden. Kuttawa.
born, Mich.
.
Also surviving are
tr.,
three sisters. Mrs. Myra
Collins and Mrs. Lois
Henson. Bagiton. and Mrs.
Services for Miss BlanLou Mathis, Southgate,
che Elizabeth Redden iox
--Mich.: four brothers,
4 roll pkg.
were today at 1 p.m. in
Homer Morgan, Hardin.
the chapel of McEvoy in
Lathel Morgan and
Funeral Home. Paris,
Bethel_ Mora.Benton.
Tenn. Burial was in-the IS.
and - Ira Morgan, DearPalestine Cemetery thre.
born, Mich.
Miss Redden, 58, Pan
Le+
Fourteen- granddied Saturday ai
children, 16 greatMethodist Hospital, "E
grandchildren and one
Memphis. She was a
great-great-grandchild
retired employee of South
ISO survive.
Central Bell Telephone ro
Co.
Survivors include one
sister. Mrs. Sue Rowland. r
II a
Murray: five brothers. ,2
i al
4
Lloyd, Dorris and Neal
21i,
ii- Prbdui,
Redden, • all of Paris, •
.. ,3...e.
American Nolo,
. . a.. Clark
Analand
Redden. MurAmerican Tolephone
Si'.
freesboro. Tenn., and Joe 4
Chrrsler
7'2 -5
1
W. -.--3
7hanint
. Redden. Nashville
.
Furl
24 •.4

angrier when he three
the coins at the basket but
missed
That meant he had to
get out in the cold to
retrieve them. By this
time, the man was -really angry,- recalled
Horace Lester, plaza
manager for the
Lawrenceburg toll
booths. So he got back in
the car, grabbed for the
steering wheel but came
up empty.
The problem was he
was in the back seat.
Lester said. The couple
left laughing.
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Standing in a booth
KLINT KELLEY MAYFIELD, KY -- 247-0673 or 1-800-592 3488
from 7 a m. unUl 3 p.m
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like J F Bowen an opportunity to meet the
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Livestock market

The variety is enough
to relieve boredom,
Bowen said.

Hog market
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GET THE NEINOLD PERSPECTIVE
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It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

D&T

Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

Mrs. Reynolds
dies; funeral
at Kuttawa

5 lb.

Mrs. Watkins
funeral rites
on Sunday

Prices Good While Supplys Last!
Martha White

Trail Blazer Dog

Flour

Food

$3.29
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• Spring tilling
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tough Case.
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Assorted Variety

Meal

Tofinto Pizza

5, , 89c

99'
Turner

Sausage

Ice Milk
12

Northern Bathroom

Yellow

Tissue

Onions

$1.09

99

Gal.

Red

*
=

Potatoes 21_2

,

9

lb.18'

10 lb. 1.3

•

-17
"V
r-4
✓s
I-

Xl.
in
•
70

Reelfoot
Lynn Grove

Bologna
Hb$1.39

r

is., ..`•
31`. unc
43'i

r-

Martha White

Tennessee Pride

Stock market

f.eneral Dyaairurs
ilerieral Moines
General Tire
....pinch
Goodyear
Gull 011
lieubiem
I 21 51
Jr.enemy
lenco
K -Mart
Penwell
Quaker Oats
Teas.
l; S Tabor,
Wendy.
Netters*.

'17

25 lb.

ilbs1 .59

Miss Redden •
dies Saturday

4•••••
re,
Ain

Large Eggs
Doz.

59'

Morton House

Master Blend

Baked Beans

Maxwell House

for 79'
Tea $1 •89

160l.2

Lipton Instant

3.6 oz.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mt. Dew
8 pack,16 oz. plus Deposit

Bag $ 1 089
Klennex Facial

Tissues

280 ct

9'
9

$1 39
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